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“Simple justice requires that public funds, to which all 

taxpayers of all races contribute, not be spent in any fashion 

which encourages, entrenches, subsidizes, or results in racial 

discrimination.” J. Douglas, in Lau v. Nichols, 414 U.S. 563, 569 

(1974) (quoting 110 Cong. Rec. 6543 (Sen. Humphrey, quoting 

from President Kennedy’s message to Congress, June 19, 1963)).

“I truly believe that the Language Access Act of 2004 is a 

clear demonstration of the successful efforts of the Mayor’s 

administration, District Council, and the LEP population working 

together to formulate and implement an innovative and 

groundbreaking plan. This plan . . . will ensure that all District of 

Columbia residents, including those who are of limited English 

proficiency, shall be able to access the services and programs 

that are available to them.” Kenneth Saunders, former Director 

of the D.C. Office of Human Rights, Remarks at the Brookings 

Institution Mayor’s Forum on the D.C. Language Access Act 

(June 21, 2004).

“The protection of the Constitution extends to all, to those who 

speak other languages as well as to those born with English on 

the tongue.” Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390, 401 (1923).
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abouT The ConTRIbuToRs
this report was written by the American university washington college of law immigrant Justice clinic, based on 
information and data collected by the d .c . language Access coalition .

american university washington college of law 
immigrant justice clinic
the immigrant Justice clinic (iJc) is one of eleven law clinics within the clinical Program at American university 
washington college of law (wcl) . the clinical Program is designed to give law students the opportunity to represent 
real clients with real legal problems . the student Attorneys take on the responsibility of handling litigation, negotiation, 
and addressing pressing legal issues with institutional clients in order to learn practical lawyering skills . student Attorneys 
in the iJc work in teams under the supervision of a full-time faculty member . the iJc provides representation on a broad 
range of cases and projects involving individual immigrants and migrants, and their communities, both in the d .c . 
metropolitan area and overseas . students Attorneys in the iJc regularly appear in immigration court, and may also 
appear before federal district court, the courts of maryland and d .c ., and before federal and state agencies . since 
migration has a transnational dimension, the iJc occasionally advocates before regional and international bodies .

iJc’s work on the report falls under its focus area on civil rights for immigrants, one of four broad substantive areas that 
the clinic targets in its caseload . the other substantive areas include: immigrant deportation defense and immigration 
detention; immigrant workers’ rights; and immigration, gender, and sexual orientation . the docket of the iJc is structured 
to develop students, skills and values needed to be effective immigrants’ rights practitioners, while also responding to 
the unmet legal needs of the client community .

d.c. language access coalition
the d .c . language Access coalition (dclAc) was created under the d .c . language Access Act of 2004 to aid in 
implementation of the law . dclAc is an alliance of more than 40 community-based organizations and civil rights 
organizations, which all provide services to d .c .’s African, Asian, and latino communities . in 2007, dclAc hired its 
first director, Jennifer deng-Pickett . in 2009 Jennifer co-directed dclAc with the then deputy director, Patrick coonan . 
After Jennifer left dclAc in early 2010, Patrick and sapna Pandya co-directed dclAc until Patrick transitioned out in 
2011 . dclAc is now headed by an executive committee, currently composed of seven members of the coalition . the 
activities and advocacy of the coalition, and its committees, are coordinated by tereguebode goungou . dclAc works 
to ensure that the d .c . language Access Act is fully implemented and that all leP/neP individuals can equally access 
public services, programs, and activities by receiving translation and interpretation services in their native languages .
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lIsT of aCRonyms used
BLAP biennial language Access Plan

CSSD district of columbia child support services division

DCLAC district of columbia language Access coalition

DOH district of columbia department of health

DHS district of columbia department of human services

DOES district of columbia department of employment services

DCHA district of columbia housing Authority

DCPS district of columbia Public schools

DCRA district of columbia department of consumer and regulatory Affairs

FEMS district of columbia fire and emergency medical services

FOIA freedom of information Act

HSEMA district of columbia homeland security and emergency management Agency

HUD u .s . department of housing and urban development

IJC immigrant Justice clinic

LEP limited english Proficient

MPD metropolitan Police department of the district of columbia

NEP no-english Proficient

OAA district of columbia mayor's office on African Affairs

OAPIA district of columbia mayor's office on Asian and Pacific islander Affairs

OHR district of columbia office of human rights

OLA district of columbia mayor's office on latino Affairs

OTA district of columbia office of the tenant Advocate

WCL washington college of law, American university
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exeCuTIve summaRy
in recent decades, the washington, d .c . metropolitan area 
has emerged as an important gateway city for immigrants 
arriving in the u .s . these immigrants hail from all corners 
of the world, and have significantly enhanced the cultural 
and language diversity of the nation’s capital . the district 
of columbia is now home to tens of thousands of limited 
english proficient and non-english proficient (leP/neP) per-
sons; countless other leP/neP individuals are employed in 
d .c ., do business here, or otherwise interact with the city 
government . to facilitate access to d .c . government ser-
vices, programs, and activities by leP/neP persons, eight 
years ago the city enacted the d .c . language Access Act 
of 2004 (the Act), a comprehensive language access law 
that imposes affirmative obligations upon nearly all d .c . 
government agencies . Among its core requirements, the 
Act mandates that “covered entities” provide oral transla-
tion services for any non-english language, and that vital 
documents be translated into languages that meet certain 
numerical thresholds . the Act imposes additional structural 
and reporting requirements on agencies that have significant 
public contact . compliance with the Act and its regulations 
is overseen by the d .c . office of human rights (ohr), which 
also administers a complaint procedure for individuals whose 
language access rights have been denied .

the Act is part of a line of legislation designed to offer 
greater government access to national origin and  
language minorities . title vi of the civil rights Act of 1964, 
an important piece of federal legislation in this line, 
states that “[no] person in the united states shall, on the 
ground of race, color, or national origin, be excluded from  
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected 
to discrimination under any program or activity receiving 
federal assistance .”1 in Lau v . Nichols, the u .s . supreme court 
clarified that discrimination based upon language ability is 
often a form of discrimination based upon national origin, 
therefore violating the civil rights Act .2 in 2000, President 
clinton reaffirmed the importance of language access in 
executive order 13166, and in the years that followed, sev-
eral cities — including san francisco, oakland, new york city, 
and washington, d .c . — enacted language access laws .

this report offers an assessment of the d .c . government’s 
compliance with the Act, now eight years after the law’s 
passage . dclAc surveyed 258 leP/neP individuals who 
live or work in the district of columbia to gauge their 

experiences seeking services at city agencies . dclAc 
also evaluated agency compliance with the Act through  
in-person and telephonic testing, and by reviewing agency 
websites . Additionally, iJc reviewed biennial language 
Access Plans prepared by city agencies and submitted 
freedom of information Act (foiA) requests to obtain 
additional data . this research uncovered substantial 
deficiencies in the efforts of agencies to comply with the 
Act . Although a handful of agencies have embraced the 
Act, many more struggle with offering even the most basic 
interpretation services and with translating vital documents . 
many of the report’s findings differ from the government’s 
own internal assessment of its compliance with the Act . 
some specific findings are as follows:

Community Member Profiles and Language Access 
Experiences

the surveys conducted for this study confirmed the rich 
linguistic and cultural diversity that exists within the district 
of columbia . unfortunately, the surveys also revealed that 
a majority of the leP/neP community members experi-
enced some kind of language access difficulty at an 
entity covered by the Act .

•	 the district of columbia is home to remarkable national 
origin and language diversity . community members  
surveyed hailed from 25 different countries, and primarily  
spoke ten languages, including: Amharic, Arabic, 
burmese, chinese (mandarin and cantonese), french, 
korean, spanish, tigrinya, tagalog, and vietnamese . 
in addition, community members reported they were 
comfortable speaking 13 other languages, in a variety 
of combinations, including: bambara, ewe, fujianese, 
german, greek, guragigna, kabye, kotokoli, oromo, 
Portuguese, russian, somali, and wolof . testing was also 
conducted in bengali . therefore, this report covers com-
munity members that speak and are comfortable with 
24 different languages within the district of columbia .

•	 fifty-eight percent of the survey respondents reported 
some kind of language access difficulty at a  
covered entity in the district . speakers of Asian  
languages reported such difficulties with the most  
frequency: 80 percent of chinese-speaking respon-
dents and 72 percent of vietnamese-speaking 
respondents reported language access concerns .
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•	 Among respondents that reported difficulty with  
language access at a covered entity, 74 percent 
noted the lack of adequate interpretation and 50 
percent noted a lack of documents or signs in the 
respondent’s language . many reported multiple  
language access concerns .

Agency Determinations of Language Access Needs

under the Act and its accompanying regulations, all cov-
ered entities are required to track the language needs of 
customers they serve or encounter or are likely to serve or 
encounter . “covered entities with major public contact” 
under the Act are subject to more detailed tracking  
and reporting requirements . Although many agencies  
are beginning to make efforts to document language 
needs, few have adopted a comprehensive approach . 
many data sources, such as those mandated by the 
Act — data collected by the district of columbia Public 
schools, data collected by and made available by district 
government offices that conduct outreach to leP/neP com-
munities, data collected and made available by dclAc, 
language-need data collected annually by the covered 
entities themselves, and any other language-related infor-
mation — are not consulted .3 in addition, certain segments 
of the customer base are unaccounted for . the research 
revealed the following:

•	 many entities rely on language line usage and 
intake or sign-in sheets to track language needs . 
unfortunately, not all of the agencies appear to use 
a database or other electronic means to record this 
information . therefore, it remains unclear how this  
information is compiled and tracked .

•	 Although many agencies are tracking the language 
needs of new customers, few have adopted a system-
atic approach to assessing the language needs of leP/
neP individuals who are already “in the system .”

•	 few entities are consulting with the sources of data 
named in the Act . consequently, while agencies may 
have data regarding the language needs of some of 
the individuals currently being served or encountered, 
few have comprehensive data regarding individuals 
likely to be served or encountered . the metropolitan 
Police department offers a positive example with its 
thorough approach to data collection .

Translation of Vital Documents and Signs

the Act requires agencies to translate their vital documents 
into any non-english language spoken by either (1) three 
percent of the population served or encountered, or likely 

to be served or encountered, by the agency or (2) 500 
individuals within the population served or encountered, or 
likely to be served or encountered, by the agency — which-
ever is less . the survey responses and testing consistently 
revealed non-compliance with this obligation, as follows:

•	 of the 150 community survey respondents who reported  
some kind of language access difficulty at a covered 
entity, 30 percent cited a lack of translated documents, 
and 31 percent cited a lack of translated signage .

•	 translation difficulties were most pronounced among 
the Amharic- and vietnamese-speaking respondents . 
for example, among the Amharic speakers who 
encountered a language access difficulty, 41 percent 
reported a lack of translated documents .

•	 where testers audited agency websites, to determine 
whether they could access vital documents and basic 
information in the tested language, about 70 percent 
were unable to access such information .

•	 even agency self-reporting revealed a lack of consistent 
translation of vital documents . in particular, translation  
of documents into languages other than spanish — 
such as Amharic, korean, and vietnamese — were 
relatively uncommon, partly since the agencies are not 
conducting research and analysis to determine which 
languages meet the three percent or 500 population 
requirement for translation pursuant to the Act .

Provision of Oral Language Services

the surveys and testing revealed that many covered 
entities failed to meet their obligation to provide oral 
language interpretation through the means of bilingual 
staff, in-person interpreters, and/or telephonic interpreta-
tion through language line . A significant discrepancy 
exists between agencies’ self-reporting and the actual 
experiences of leP/neP individuals .

•	 community survey respondents reported a range of 
interpretation-related issues, including the unavailability  
of bilingual staff and/or in-person interpreters, a long 
wait for an interpreter, and the failure to offer the use 
of telephonic interpretation services . many reported a 
combination of these issues .

•	 chinese- and vietnamese-speaking respondents 
reported the most problems relating to interpretation . 
of the chinese speakers who reported facing some 
kind of language access difficulty, 64 percent cited 
interpretation issues . the proportion was 66 percent  
for vietnamese speakers .
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•	 telephone testers generally had a poor experience  
with interpretation services . when testers were 
instructed to call the covered entity, only 40 percent 
were assisted in their tested language and/or offered  
telephonic interpretation services .

Training of Employees in Language-Access Related 
Competencies

the surveys and in-person testing revealed that many 
covered entities failed to meet their obligation to train 
employees in language access-related competencies 
and regarding their duties under the Act .

•	 while some employees at covered entities were 
helpful, many remain unaware of their obligations 
to provide language access services such as inter-
pretation through resources such as language line, 
even if there are no bilingual personnel or interpreters 
employed at their agency .

•	 many leP/neP individuals surveyed and several of the 
in-person testers reported encountering agency staff 
who appeared “irritated” or “annoyed” by the request 
for language services, and who treated the leP/neP 
individuals in a “rude” or “confrontational” manner .

Outreach to LEP/NEP Communities

the report found that the outreach of covered entities with 
major public contact into the leP/neP communities generally 
complied with the obligations under the Act, although the 
depth of outreach varied greatly . covered entities with major 
public contact conducted a variety of outreach events, 
targeting specific leP/neP communities in d .c ., and inform-
ing these communities about available services .

•	 some covered entities with major public contact 
detailed extensive and varied outreach into the  
communities while others were vague and noncom-
mittal to outreach plans .

Recommendations
based on the findings described above, this report makes 
the following recommendations:

Recommendations Relating to Internal Agency 
Operations

1 . structure agency databases and files to allow for 
tracking of language needs .

2 . Adopt a robust and transparent approach to  
determining language needs of customers and 
potential customers .

3 . work in consultation with the d .c . language Access 
coalition and the mayor’s constituent offices for  
outreach and training purposes .

4 . ensure that all agency personnel who interface with 
members of the public are regularly trained on the 
Act, basic interpretation and translation protocols, use 
of in-person and telephonic interpretation services, 
availability of translated documents within the agency, 
and cross-cultural communication .

5 . redouble compliance efforts targeted to languages 
other than spanish, particularly Asian and African 
languages .

6 . increase signage in non-english languages .
7 . ensure that recorded phone messages are accessible 

to leP/neP persons .
8 . upgrade agency websites to offer information in  

multiple languages .
9 . translate vital documents into all languages that meet 

the threshold for the covered entity . further, ensure that 
each covered entity is conducting its own annual data 
collection and analysis to determine the language  
communities it serves, encounters, or is likely to serve  
or encounter .

10 . develop a more robust internal monitoring system 
within covered entities .

Recommendations Relating to Agency Oversight 
and Accountability

1 . Promote greater accountability for agency  
compliance with goals set out in biennial language 
Access Plans (blAPs) .

2 . encourage collaboration and training across covered 
entities and highlight best practices .

3 . Actively promote the hiring of bilingual staff across 
covered entities, and assess the language proficiency 
of existing bilingual staff .

4 . ensure that the office of human rights reports on  
its own record of language access compliance .

5 . Allocate sufficient funds at the citywide level to  
language access issues and needs .

Recommendations Relating to Enforcement

1 . streamline, standardize, and accelerate the Act’s  
language access complaint process .

2 . make the complaint process more accessible and 
transparent .

3 . record and document “informal” complaints against 
covered entities .

4 . create a private right of action and right to appeal 
under the Act .
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hIsToRy of language aCCess RIghTs  
and legIslaTIon In The unITed sTaTes
language diversity — and debates about language 
rights — have been features of u .s . history from colonial 
times to the present . Around the time the declaration 
of independence was signed, there were a number of 
non-english languages being spoken in the colonies — 
those of immigrants, trafficked slaves, and of the native 
Americans .4 in the same era, language-related legislation 
emerged: John Adams, a proponent of english language 
standards and institutions, proposed a law in 1780 to  
create an official academy to “purify, develop, and 
dictate usage of” english in reaction to the diversity of lan-
guages . ultimately, congress refused to pass the law due 
to possible infringement upon private citizens’ individual 
constitutional rights and liberties .5 in the many decades 
that have followed, the importance of language diversity, 
and the right to exercise language rights and access basic 
services, has been asserted through the courts and the 
legislature . the language access rights that exist today are 
not a novel concept, but rather a continuation of decades 
of jurisprudence recognizing their importance .

A major test to language rights emerged in the early 20th 
century, when growing nationalism led to laws prohibiting 
educational instruction in non-english languages, including 
german and italian .6 in 1923, the supreme court held in 
Meyer v . Nebraska that such restrictions in educational set-
tings violated the 14th Amendment’s due Process clause .7 
in Meyer, a teacher had been charged with violating 
a nebraska law restricting non-english languages as a 
medium of study by allowing a student to read the bible in 
german .8 the court recognized nebraska’s desire 
for all of its citizens to speak english, but held that 
“this cannot be coerced by methods which conflict 
with the constitution .”9 the court ultimately affirmed 
that “[t]he protection of the constitution extends to 
all, to those who speak other languages as well as 
to those born with english on the tongue .”10

language issues rose to the fore again in the 
1960s, during the civil rights movement . during this 
time, the seeds of the modern language access 
movement were sown . in passing the civil rights 
Act of 1964, congress recognized the existence of 
segregation and discriminatory policies in entities 
that were receiving federal funding . title vi of the 

civil rights Act clarifies that “[no] person in the united states 
shall on the ground of race, color, or national origin, be 
excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, 
or be subjected to discrimination under any program or 
activity receiving federal assistance .”11

title vi of the civil rights Act was explicitly extended to 
language access rights following the u .s . supreme court 
decision in Lau v . Nichols .12 in Lau v . Nichols, chinese-
speaking students brought a class action lawsuit against 
members of the san francisco school board, alleging 
unequal educational opportunities due to their limited 
english proficiency .13 the court determined that discrimina-
tion based on language ability is, in essence, discrimination 
based on national origin, and therefore violates the civil 
rights Act .14 Agencies receiving federal funding who fail “to 
take affirmative steps to provide ‘meaningful opportunity’ 
for limited english proficient (leP/neP) individuals to partici-
pate in its programs and activities violates the recipient’s 
obligations under title vi and its regulations .”15

President bill clinton reaffirmed the federal government’s 
commitment to providing access to federally-funded pro-
grams and services, regardless of the language spoken by 
an individual . in 2000, President clinton issued executive 
order 13166, which requires recipients of federal funding 
to “take reasonable steps to ensure meaningful access 
to their programs and activities by leP persons” by devel-
oping access plans, drafting related agency guidance, 
and consulting with stakeholders .16 the administration of 

Chinese American schoolchildren in San Francisco were at the center of 
the 1974 Supreme Court case lau v . nichols, which extended Title VI of the 
Civil Rights Act’s protection against national origin discrimination to include 
a prohibition against discrimination based on language ability . Photo 
courtesy of the San Francisco History Center, San Francisco Public Library .
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President barack obama recommitted to these language 
access obligations in february 2011 with a memoran-
dum produced by the office of the Attorney general .17 
the memorandum urged agencies to take a number of 
steps, including establishing language Access working 
groups, evaluating protocols regarding leP/neP individu-
als, enhancing the ability of staff to interact with leP/neP 
individuals, and more .18

state-LeveL Language access 
Laws and oRdinances
various language access laws have been enacted across 
the united states at both the state and local levels in the 
past decade, reflecting a growing awareness that with-
out legislation, discrimination based upon national origin 
continues to occur against leP/neP communities . the 
d .c . language Access Act of 2004 (the Act) is only one 
such language access law, and mirrors the requirements 
found in many other jurisdictions . most language access 
laws incorporate the same core requirements to ensure 
access to basic services regardless of english language 
proficiency . overall, language access laws respond to 
the presence of large leP/neP immigrant communities . 
the laws codify the jurisdiction’s recognition that basic ser-
vices should not be denied or hindered due to language 
barriers . generally, each of these laws requires interpreta-
tion services and the translation of vital documents . the 
languages targeted by the laws tend to be based upon 
a percentage of the population of the area that speaks 
certain languages and therefore varies by jurisdiction . 
usually, there is some type of oversight mechanism, where 
agencies either report on compliance or describe how 
they will adhere to the law . Also, an office or department 
is designated to streamline the enforcement of the lan-
guage access laws . this report focuses on some of the 
earlier language access laws in the cities of san francisco, 
oakland, new york, and the state of hawaii, but notes that 
the list is not comprehensive .19

enacted in April 2001, san francisco’s language Access 
ordinance (lAo) was the first comprehensive language 
access law requiring city departments to provide services 
in non-english languages .20 the lAo defined languages 
covered by the ordinance as those spoken by a “substan-
tial number” of leP/neP persons using a given department’s 
services; a “substantial number” exists when 10,000 leP/
neP residents, five percent or more of the clients served 
by the department, or five percent of the residents of the 

supervisorial district in which the department’s offices are 
located, speak a shared language other than english .21

san francisco’s lAo classifies city agencies in a two-tier 
system, with tier 1 agencies held to higher standards 
due to their closer contact with leP/neP individuals (as 
described below, the council of the district of columbia 
adopted a similar approach in the language Access Act) . 
under the lAo, tier 1 departments are required to provide 
information and services in each language meeting the 
“substantial number” requirement .22 All tier 1 departments 
must notify leP/neP individuals, in their native language, of 
their rights to request services in another language .23 tier 
1 departments are also required to post notices in public 
areas in the relevant languages, ensure translations are 
accurate and appropriate for the target audience, and 
designate a staff member to be responsible for accu-
rate translations and appropriate standards .24 these tier 1 
departments are also required to translate written materi-
als providing vital information to the public regarding its 
services or programs .25 in contrast, tier 2 departments 
must only translate public-posted documents providing 
information (a) regarding department services or pro-
grams, or (b) affecting a person’s access to benefits or 
services .26 Additionally, as long as city officials are given 
notice, san francisco residents are also able to request 
interpretation at city meetings .27 the lAo holds city depart-
ments accountable by requiring them to report on how 
they determined what languages meet the “substantial 
number” threshold and on how they otherwise complied 
with the lAo .28 in response to 2006 survey results that 45 
percent of san francisco residents were foreign-born and 
speak more than 28 languages, the lAo was amended 
in 2009 to expand its scope .29

the second city to pass a language access law was also in 
california . oakland passed the “equal Access to services 
ordinance” on may 8, 2001 .30 the ordinance sought to 
establish equal access to city services and programs by 
requiring departments to offer bilingual services and mate-
rials if a substantial portion of the public utilizing city services 
is leP/neP .31 the ordinance requires the city to comply with 
set standards and rules .32 for example, departments are 
required to utilize sufficient bilingual employees in order to 
provide information and services in each language spo-
ken by a “substantial number of limited english speaking” 
persons .33 A “substantial number” is defined as at least 
10,000 residents who speak a shared language other 
than english . the city of oakland is required to determine 
annually which languages reach this threshold .34
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furthermore, the ordinance requires the city of oakland 
to translate and adequately stock certain documents that 
provide vital information to the public, including brochures, 
outreach materials, applications for services, written notices 
for fines or rights, and complaint forms .35 in addition, the 
city must provide oral interpretation of any public meeting 
or hearing if given 48 hours’ notice .36 city departments 
are required to maintain recorded telephonic messages 
in each “substantial number” language .37 Among other 
duties, the city is required to publicize bilingual job open-
ings in non-english languages, and to submit annual 
compliance plans to the city manager .38

frustrations with oakland’s inadequate compliance with 
the equal Access to services ordinance were brought 
to the courts in september 2008 . two lawsuits were filed 
against the city of oakland to compel compliance with 
its obligations to provide basic services to more than 
70,000 leP/neP residents .39 on february 16, 2011, the 
city of oakland settled both lawsuits and agreed to fulfill 
its obligations under the ordinance .40 Advocacy groups 
expressed that the success of the settlement will ensure 
that “basic and potentially life-saving city services” are not 
denied to leP/neP persons .41

the city of new york passed the equal Access to human 
services Act of 2003 two years after san francisco and 
oakland passed language access laws .42 the law requires 
the city’s human resource Administration (hrA) to provide 
free language assistance services to leP/neP individuals  
seeking to enroll in critical safety-net programs and 
services, such as medicaid and food stamps, at hrA 
sites .43 the law also mandates translation of documents 
into the following covered languages: Arabic, chinese, 
haitian creole, korean, russian, and spanish .44 on July 
22, 2008, mayor bloomberg issued executive order no . 
120, extending language access requirements to all 
agencies that provide direct public services, but gave 
flexibility to agencies to determine appropriate language 
assistance .45 the executive order required that the policies 
and implementation plans include certain core elements: 
identification and translation of essential public docu-
ments, telephonic interpretation services, and posting of 
conspicuous signage relating to the provision of agency 
language services, among others .46

on August 11, 2009, legal services nyc filed a lawsuit on 
behalf of six low-income new yorkers who alleged their 

access to benefits were denied or delayed because of 
language barriers, in violation of the new york law .47 the 
plaintiffs sought declaratory judgments that their rights 
had been violated, along with an injunction ordering the 
agency to abide by the laws and to award retroactive 
benefits and damages .48 As of the date of this publication, 
the case remains under review . 49

the most recent language access law discussed in this 
report also has the largest scope . in 2006, the state of 
hawaii passed Act 290 to ensure that leP/neP individuals 
have equal access to state-funded services .50 the hawaii 
law applies to all state agencies and entities receiving 
state funding .51 these agencies and entities are required 
to establish language access plans, provide reasonable 
oral language services that are competent and timely, 
and provide written translation of vital documents for leP/
neP groups making up five percent or 1,000 individuals 
of the eligible population, whichever is less .52 Act 290 also 
established an office of language Access to monitor 
compliance and a language Access Advisory council 
to advise the state on implementation .53 to help state 
agencies determine the level of assistance required, the 
Act provides a four-factor test: (1) the number or proportion 
of leP/neP persons served or encountered in the eligible 
service population; (2) the frequency with which leP/neP 
persons come in contact with the services, programs, or 
activities; (3) the nature and importance of the services, 
programs, and activities; and (4) the resources available 
to the state or covered entity, and the costs .54 this test is 
similar to the one used by recipients of federal funding to 
determine language access requirements under title vi of 
the civil rights Act of 1964 . As described below, a similar 
test appears in the d .c . language Access Act .

in the first year of implementation, the office of language 
Access developed a reporting tool, ensured all state 
agencies submitted initial language access plans, and 
established a leP/neP complaints procedure .55 hawaii’s 
language access act was amended in 2008, to state 
explicitly that the law expects effective and timely 
communication between state agencies and leP/neP 
individuals .56 in addition, hawaii has designated August 
as language Access month to “promote awareness of 
language access for government services and empha-
size the importance of and need for language access in 
hawaii’s diverse society .”57
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hIsToRy of The d.C. language aCCess aCT 
the d .c . language Access Act of 2004 followed federal 
and district legislation aimed at protecting the rights of  
leP/neP individuals . earlier d .c . legislation laid the ground-
work for the Act . in 1976, the d .c . council enacted the 
“spanish language laws,” which required the d .c . mayor 
to provide d .c . residents with spanish translations of d .c . 
publications relating to health, safety, and welfare .58 in 
1977, the d .c . council passed the bilingual translation 
services Act, which required any d .c . agency with more 
than 500 employees to appoint a spanish language 
program coordinator to ensure that spanish-speaking 
leP/neP persons would have equal access to services 
and programs offered by d .c . agencies .59 however, d .c . 
agency compliance with the two laws was negligible, 
evidenced by the fact that the council did not hold a 
compliance hearing until 2002, nearly 30 years after the 
laws were passed .60

on April 21, 2004, mayor Anthony williams signed and 
enacted the district of columbia language Access Act . At 
its core, the Act requires virtually all d .c . government agen-
cies, departments, and programs to provide oral language 
services for leP/neP individuals . in addition, agencies must 
also translate their agency’s vital documents into other 
languages when certain population thresholds are met .61

the Act has been an important step in helping immigrant 
and leP/neP communities navigate unfamiliar educational, 
legal, and cultural systems .62 often, these populations 
are the ones that depend most on the guidance and 
services provided by the government .63 eight years after its  
passage, the Act remains vitally important in d .c . given  
the significant numbers of leP/neP persons who are living 
in the district or interface with d .c . agencies .64

HistoRy of tHe d.c. Language 
access coaLition
the d .c . language Access coalition (dclAc) is an  
alliance of diverse community-based organizations that 
serves in a consulting role on the implementation of  
the Act .65 dclAc is provided for in the Act as a non-partisan, 
consultative third-party organization that collaborates with 
the office of human rights, the d .c . mayor’s constituent 

offices [office on latino Affairs (olA), the office on Asian and 
Pacific islander Affairs (oAPiA), and office on African Affairs 
(oAA)], and other entities to monitor d .c . government agen-
cies’ compliance with, and implementation of, the Act .66 
dclAc assists ohr and other d .c . government agencies 
in data collection, development of their language access 
plans (described in more detail below), identification of 
other entities that should be covered under the Act due to 
substantial contact with the public, and overall implemen-
tation of the Act .67 currently, the coalition’s work falls into 
four predominant areas: (1) building advocacy capacity; 
(2) advocating for language policy improvements with the 
d .c . government; (3) developing community outreach 
and education programs on language access; and (4) 
creating internal processes to enhance the coalition’s 
capacity . dclAc has prioritized four government services 
areas that are of critical importance to immigrant and leP/
neP communities — healthcare, human services, hous-
ing, and education .68 since december 2010, dclAc has 
been hosted by many languages one voice, a federally 
recognized 501(c)(3) non-profit organization registered in 
washington, d .c .

Basic PRovisions of tHe act
the Act is codified in title 2, chapter 19, subchapter ii of 
the d .c . code, and is supplemented by regulations in 
title 4, chapter 12 of the d .c . municipal regulations, first 
published in June 2008 . like the san francisco law, the 
Act utilizes a two-tier structure by imposing a set of core  
obligations upon a broad range of “covered entities,” and 
then  outlining additional requirements for “coved entities 
with major public contact .” under the Act, a covered entity 
is defined as “any district government agency, department 
or program that furnishes information or renders services, 

The D .C . Language Access Act was signed into law by Mayor 
Anthony Williams in 2004, in the presence of members of the D .C . 
Language Access Coalition . 
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programs, or activities directly to 
the public or contracts with other 
entities, either directly or indirectly, 
to conduct programs, services, or 
activities .”69 All covered entities must 
collect data annually about the 
languages spoken by actual and 
potential leP/neP customers, and 
all covered entities must capture 
the numbers of such customers who 
come into contact with the covered 
entity through a database and track-
ing applications .70 target languages 
for covered entities’ customers are determined by the data 
they collect, and different types of oral language services are 
offered in those languages based upon the data, importance 
of the service, and resources .71

the Act requires all covered entities to provide both oral 
language services and written language services .72 oral 
language services, via in-person or telephone interpretation, 
must be accessible in all languages .73 to determine the type 
of oral language services a covered entity must provide 
(in-person interpretation, telephone interpretation, hiring of 
bilingual staff, etc .), each covered entity annually assesses 
oral language services needs based on: (1) number of 
leP/neP persons served; (2) frequency with which leP/neP 
persons come into contact with the entity; (3) importance 
of the service; and (4) available resources .74 to determine 
the number of leP/neP persons served or likely to be served, 
the covered entities are to consult with u .s . census bureau 
data, other government data, and data from dclAc .75 if 
the overall findings suggest that additional personnel are 
required to meet oral language service needs, the covered 
entity must hire bilingual personnel into existing budgeted 
vacant public contact positions .76

covered entities also must translate vital documents into 
any non-english language that is spoken by a population 
that constitutes three percent or 500 individuals, whichever 
is less, of the population that is served or encountered, or 
likely to be served or encountered, in d .c .77 vital docu-
ments are defined in the Act as “applications, notices, 
complaint forms, legal contracts, and outreach materi-
als published by a covered entity in a tangible format 
that inform individuals about their rights or eligibility 
requirements for benefits and participation .”78 in addi-
tion, covered entities must also place signs and posters 
promoting the availability of language services at points of 

entry and other public locations in 
languages spoken by a population 
that constitutes three percent or 
500 individuals, whichever is less, 
of the population that is served 
or encountered by the covered 
entity .79

the Act allows for noncompliance 
complaints to be filed with the d .c . 
office of human rights (ohr) . Any 
individual may “request an inquiry 
into individual or systemic non-

compliance with the Act .”80 A person wishing to complain 
may either fill out a questionnaire in person at ohr or 
submit one via ohr’s website (available only in english) .81 
in addition, the person must write a statement, precisely 
identifying the parties and the actions he or she wishes 
to complain of .82 it is the role and responsibility of the 
language Access director, who is an employee of ohr, 
to investigate complaints and resolve alleged violations 
of the Act .83

RequiRements of coveRed 
entities witH majoR PuBLic 
contact
the term “covered entity with major public contact” is 
defined as a covered entity whose primary responsibility 
consists of meeting, contracting, and dealing with the 
public .84 entities that are designated as such must fulfill 
the obligations of “covered entities” and satisfy several 
additional requirements . for example, covered entities 
with major public contact are required to designate a 
language Access coordinator on their staff .85 A language 
Access coordinator supervises and coordinates a covered 
entity’s language access activities and any other lan-
guage access related endeavors undertaken to comply 
with the provisions of the Act .86 the covered entities with 
major public contact are required to conduct outreach 
into leP/neP communities .87

Additionally, covered entities with major public contact 
are held accountable to ohr through biennial reporting of 
their compliance with the language Access Act .88 biennial 
language Access Plans (blAPs) are created in consultation 
with the agency’s language Access coordinator, 89 the 
agency’s director, the d .c . language Access director,90 

The D .C . Language Access Coalition was given a 
formal role under the D .C . Language Access Act, 
and is responsible for monitoring the law’s imple-
mentation and agency compliance . 
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dclAc, and other consultative agencies such as olA, 
oAPiA, and oAA .91 Per the Act and its regulations, the  
following information must be reported in the blAPs:

•	 type of oral language services that the entity will  
provide and how the determination was reached;92

•	 title of translated documents that the entity will provide 
and how the determination was reached;93

•	 number of public contact positions94 and number  
of bilingual employees in such positions, including  
the language spoken;95

•	 evaluation and assessment of the adequacy of 
the services to be provided, including assessment 
mechanisms;96

•	 description of the funding and budgetary sources 
upon which the covered entity intends to rely to  
implement the language access plan;97 and

•	 outreach plan for the d .c . leP/neP communities 
served or likely to be served and a plan to conduct 
cultural and linguistic competency trainings within the 
designated blAP period .98

to facilitate both agency reporting and ongoing com-
pliance, the Act’s regulations outline specific duties for 
the language Access coordinators designated within 
the covered entities with major public contact .99 their 
responsibilities include the following:

•	 establish and implement the agency’s blAP;100

•	 issue a report on a quarterly basis to the d .c . 
language Access director regarding the agency’s 
implementation of the blAP;101

•	 Aid in preparing an annual report that details agency 
implementation of the Act within the fiscal year — 
detailing, inter alia, the number of leP/neP individuals 
encountered, a list of translated vital documents, oral 
language services offered, names of organizations 
that are contracted to provide language services, 
agency budget for language services, list of bilingual 
staff, and a list of contractors and grantees;102 and

•	 receive reports of alleged violations of the Act and 
report them to the language Access director .103

Language access oveRsigHt 
By tHe office of Human RigHts
the d .c . office of human rights (ohr) has the duty to 
“provide oversight, central coordination, and technical 
assistance to covered entities in their implementation” 

of the Act .104 vital to this mission is its role to report on  
covered entities’ performance under the Act,105 and to  
collect and publish statistical information regarding lan-
guage access complaints .106 to fulfill this mandate, the 
Act creates a language Access director position within 
ohr who is responsible for ensuring that covered entities 
fulfill the Act’s requirements .107 it further provides a broad 
mandate to the language Access director to review 
each covered entity’s language action plan, track and 
investigate public complaints made against covered enti-
ties, and monitor the performance of language Access 
coordinators .108 the Act’s regulations offer guidance on 
what these oversight duties mean in practice .109

the language Access coordinator of a “covered entity 
with major public contact” first meets with a representative 
from the office of human rights, who advises the entity 
on how to complete the blAP . then, the language Access 
coordinator meets with a panel of consultative agencies, 
composed of representatives from the d .c . mayor’s office 
on latino Affairs, d .c . mayor’s office on African Affairs, the 
d .c . mayor’s office on Asian and Pacific islander Affairs, 
and the d .c . language Access coalition . After this is 
completed, the language Access director ensures that 
the agencies are prepared to provide leP/neP persons 
with interpretation and translation services by meeting with 
each agency head and language Access coordinator 
prior to approving their blAP .110 he or she ensures that each 
blAP complies with the agency’s responsibilities under the 
Act, and offers the agency the chance to correct any 
deficiencies in its proposed procedure .111 the language 
Access director reviews the quarterly and annual imple-
mentation reports of the covered entities to prepare an 
“annual synopsis” for the ohr director regarding the status 
of overall agency compliance with the Act — including 
deficiencies found and progress made in implementa-
tion .112 A separate Annual compliance report is prepared 
for partnership agencies, community organizations, and 
the public to present the status of covered entities’ compli-
ance with the Act .113 in addition, the language Access 
director investigates and adjudicates public language 
access complaints .114

the ohr director presents the annual report on d .c . 
agency and covered entity compliance with the Act to the 
mayor and the office of the city Administrator .115 An entity’s 
failure to complete a blAP, or to fulfill the enumerated 
reporting criteria, is to be included in this annual report .116
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oHR annuaL comPLiance 
RePoRt foR fy 2011
the office of human rights released its language Access 
Annual compliance review (Annual review) for the 2011 
fiscal year on february 8, 2012 .117 the present report differs 
from ohr’s Annual review by both its testing methodology 
and the conclusions based on the testing results .

ohr uses a two-part process to prepare its Annual review . 
ohr uses the quarterly reports of the covered entities  
and agencies for the majority (60%) of its data .118 ohr 
assigns a rating of 0 to 2 for each language requirement 
that the agency must fulfill under the Act .119 the remaining 
portion of data for the Annual review (40%) is from testing 
of covered entities which is conducted by a third-party 
organization that is contracted through ohr .120 ohr deter-
mines the top three languages that each agency is likely to 
encounter from their self-reported data from the previous 
fiscal year, and further divides the agencies into categories 
based on the volume of individuals that they were likely 
to encounter for those languages .121 in preparation for 
its february 2012 Annual review, the contracted testing 
organization conducted 282 tests, for 12 weeks starting 
on April 1, 2011 . these tests included a combination of 
in-person tests and telephonic tests .122 from these tests, 
ohr compiled a “compliance rating” that represents the 
agency’s overall compliance with the requirements of the 
Act .123 the Annual review reported that there was a 13 
percent overall increase in agency compliance with the 
Act since 2009 .124 furthermore, the Annual review reported 
that no agencies were below “Average compliance .”125

the present report diverges significantly from ohr’s Annual 
review on both methodology and conclusions:

first, the nature of the data used in this report is significantly 
different . ohr relies on agency self-reporting for more 
than half of its data for the Annual review . even on the 
portion of the overall compliance rating that relies on 
third-party testing, ohr uses self-reported agency data on 
languages that it is likely to encounter as a “base-line” for 
which languages to test at each agency . the result is that 
agencies have the most substantial role in determining the 
Annual review results, essentially determining how they have 
performed under the Act and also which languages they 
will be tested on by the third-party organization . the present 

report, on the other hand, relies entirely on independently-
gathered survey and testing data and information to reach 
its conclusions .126 furthermore, by basing the statistical con-
clusions entirely on the survey and testing data, this report 
supports the contention that independent organizations 
and the leP/neP individuals who interact with the agencies, 
not the agencies themselves, are best-suited to determine 
agency compliance under the Act .

second, all six non-english languages that have been recog-
nized as prevalent by ohr were tested in the present report . 
the ohr Annual review determined, based on agency self-
reported data, the top three languages that the agency was 
likely to encounter and then tested the agency on only those 
languages .127 the present report did not limit data testing 
of an agency to three languages per agency, but rather 
conducted tests in many different languages, including in 
all six non-english languages into which ohr has translated 
its “i speak” cards, or cards used to educate the community 
about language access . in contrast, the ohr Annual review 
did not test korean, only testing five of the six languages ohr 
chose to target in its “i speak” card outreach .128

third, this report relied on a broader range and different 
modes of testing . in addition to in-person and telephonic 
testing, data was also collected through online website 
testing, and, most significantly, through community surveys 
of leP/neP individuals . the community surveys represented 
real individuals with actual needs who had attempted to 
interact with at least one d .c . agency . this methodology not 
only matches the controlled style of testing as performed 
by ohr, but more accurately reflects the status of agency 
compliance by also measuring actual performance in 
interactions with individuals who require agency services . 
this report is not limited to the languages that agencies 
frequently encounter, but also includes languages that are 
spoken by residents who are the most marginalized . the 
Act intended to open the d .c . government to speakers of 
all languages, not simply to speakers of some frequently 
spoken languages .

finally, the conclusions of this report show an overall lower 
level of agency compliance than that reported in ohr’s 
Annual review . the wider range of problems and more 
substantial language access violations highlighted in this 
report show that agencies have a long way to go before 
they can claim full compliance under the Act .
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InTRoduCTIon To ouR sTudy:  
ReseaRCh meThodology
the development of the research 
methodology for this report com-
menced in 2010 and was the 
product of collaboration between 
student attorneys and faculty in the 
immigrant Justice clinic at wcl, 
and members of dclAc . American 
university’s institutional review board 
(“irb”) reviewed and cleared the 
aspects of the research plan relating 
to human subjects in march 2011 . 
data collection began soon thereaf-
ter, and concluded in early 2012 . the 
surveys and tests were administered by 
trained volunteers . the relative num-
bers of individuals surveyed in each 
language group are not proportionate 
to the numbers of speakers of each 
language in the district . furthermore, 
only a small percentage of the total 
leP/neP population was surveyed for 
this study . the selection of participants 
was based upon available funding, 
resources, and volunteers .

dclAc used four primary data collection methods: (1) 
surveys and testing; (2) review of biennial language Access 
Plans submitted by government agencies; (3) collection 
of qualitative narratives from community members; and 
(4) formal requests to d .c . agencies for information under 
the freedom of information Act . copies of the surveys 
developed and utilized to gather data for this report are 
available on dclAc’s website . each of these methods is 
described in more detail below .

suRveys and testing
data was collected using four different methods designed 
to test agency compliance with the Act and to elicit 
the experiences of community members . from march 
2011 until february 2012, data was collected by trained 
dclAc volunteers and community members . the four 
data collection methods explored agency compliance 
not only vis-à-vis the six languages that ohr’s “i speak” 
outreach deemed most prevalent in d .c . (Amharic, 
chinese, french, korean, spanish, and vietnamese), but 

also assessed performance in the 
face of other languages including 
Arabic, bengali, burmese, tagalog, 
and tigrinya .

the primary vehicle for data collec-
tion was the community member 
survey, focused on capturing leP/neP 
community member experiences . 
in addition to this survey, dclAc and 
iJc developed three methods to test 
agency compliance: phone testing, 
in-person testing, and reviewing 
agency websites . in utilizing these 
three testing methods, dclAc 
limited testing to six agencies: 
department of health, department 
of human services, department 
of motor vehicles (dmv), office of 
the tenant Advocate, department 
of employment services, and d .c . 
Public schools . furthermore, in 
conducting the testing, volunteers 
used factual scenarios developed 
by dclAc and iJc . volunteers were 

assigned specific agencies and scenarios to test . these 
volunteers were trained at organized sessions, where 
they were educated about the law, the surveys, and the 
different scenarios . volunteers were instructed to remain 
as discreet as possible, avoiding indicating they were 
affiliated with testing, in order to create an effective and 
authentic testing environment .

some additional information about each of the surveys 
follows .

Community Member Survey

the community member survey was meant to collect 
basic demographic information about leP/neP community 
members and data regarding their experiences at d .c . 
government agencies . community members were asked 
whether they encountered difficulty accessing services at 
covered entities in d .c . for context, community members 
were also asked their english language proficiency, age, gen-
der, native language(s) spoken, covered entities visited, and 
the nature of language access issues (if any) encountered .

Trained volunteers surveyed LEP/NEP 
community members who sought to access 
services at a covered entity in the District 
of Columbia . 
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In-Person Agency Testing Survey

the in-Person Agency testing survey was conducted in teams 
of one trained volunteer and one leP/neP individual actually 
in need of services . the volunteer was instructed to avoid 
revealing his or her affiliation with the leP/neP individual . the 
volunteer accompanied the leP/neP individual to the agency, 
and observed interactions between government employees 
and the individual . After leaving the agency, the volunteer 
interviewed the community member who was seeking ser-
vices, using a survey form prepared by dclAc and iJc .

Telephone Agency Testing Survey

the telephone Agency testing survey was conducted by 
bilingual volunteers who were assigned specific scenarios 
as described above . these volunteers called assigned 
agencies to request assistance, using only the tested 
language, and without revealing their bilingual abilities . if 
they reached a live person and were unable to commu-
nicate with them, they were instructed to simply repeat the 
name of the tested language and record the government 
employee’s actions .

Website Agency Testing Survey

the website Agency testing survey was conducted by 
volunteers who simply utilized d .c . government agencies’ 
individual websites, trying to find information regarding 
one of their assigned scenarios in the target language . 
volunteers tested whether the website was navigable in 
the tested language, whether any portion of the website 
was translated, and whether vital documents posted on 
the agency’s website were available in the test language .

Review of BienniaL Language 
access PLans
As provided under d .c . law, every entity designated as a 
“covered entity with major public contact” is required to 
prepare a biennial language Access Plan (blAP) .129 the 
Act’s application to different entities took a staggered 
approach; therefore, not all covered entities with major 
public contact have blAPs for each reporting year since 
its promulgation in 2004 .130 the blAPs are received by 
the office of human rights where they are reviewed, 

The community surveys tested individuals who spoke Spanish, French, Chinese, Amharic, Korean, and Vietnamese, representing a 
diverse cross-section of D .C .’s LEP/NEP community . Photo courtesy of the D .C . Mayor's Office on African Affairs .
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accepted by the language Access director, and then 
published in the d .c . register for public viewing .131 for 
purposes of this report, where a covered entity with major 
public contact provided more than one blAP, those docu-
ments were reviewed to measure the progress the entity 
had made in providing access to the leP/neP populations 
it serves or encounters or is likely to serve or encounter .

coLLection of community 
memBeR naRRatives
collected data and statistics only go so far to show whether 
an agency is in compliance with the Act . it is important 
that the experiences of leP/neP individuals who require 
language access in their interactions with covered agen-
cies and entities are not lost in the numbers . therefore, 
dclAc and iJc gathered narratives describing the per-
sonal experiences of leP/neP individuals regarding their 
interactions with d .c . government agencies . dclAc and 
iJc spoke with attorneys, community organizers, and the 
leP/neP individuals themselves to gather these narratives .

fReedom of infoRmation act 
Requests
the d .c . freedom of information Act (foiA), like its federal 
counterpart, allows individuals to request access to d .c . 
government agency records .132 in seeking information 

regarding d .c . agency compliance with their legal obli-
gations under the Act, iJc submitted foiA requests to 15 
d .c . government agencies utilized by many leP/neP d .c . 
residents, as indicated by this report .133

by filing the foiA requests iJc hoped to receive agency 
records that documented the following:

1 . how often each of the agencies used language line 
for interpretation since 2004, and which languages 
were interpreted;

2 . what methodology the agencies had each devised 
to determine into which languages they needed to 
translate their vital documents;134

3 . how the agencies were training their staff regarding 
their legal obligations to customers under the Act; and

4 . how the agencies were reaching out to limited and 
no english proficient communities to make their ser-
vices more accessible .

by law, the agencies have 15 business days to respond to 
foiA requests or, in unusual circumstances, may request 
in writing an extension of up to ten additional business 
days . in all, agencies may take up to 25 business days 
to respond .135 the foiA requests were sent on february 
2, 2012, thus agencies were required to respond no 
later than march 8, 2012 . however, iJc received only six 
responses in time for the writing of this report .136
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fIndIngs on d.C. goveRnmenT ComplIanCe 
wITh The language aCCess aCT

summaRy of findings fRom 
community memBeR suRveys 
and agency testing
in total, dclAc surveyed 258 leP/neP individuals who  
live or work in the district, and who hail from a range of dif-
ferent language communities . the survey was designed to 
collect basic demographic information about the respon-
dents, and also to assess their experiences accessing 
services at entities covered by the Act .

Demographic Profile of Survey Respondents

dclAc and trained volunteers focused on surveying 
individuals who spoke Amharic (27 .1%), mandarin and 
cantonese (hereinafter referred to as “chinese”) (9 .7%), 
french (12 .8%), korean (1 .2%), spanish (40%), and 
vietnamese (7%), since these are some of the most 
prevalent non-english languages spoken in the district .137 
in addition to these languages, some of the other primary 
languages spoken by survey respondents (2 .3%) were 
Arabic, burmese, tagalog, and tigrinya . See figure 1 
below . there are, of course, many other languages spoken 
in the district that dclAc was unable to survey, however, 
survey respondents noted that they were also comfort-
able in the following additional languages: bambara, ewe, 
fujianese, german, greek, guragigna, kabye, kotokoli, 
oromo, Portuguese, russian, somali, and wolof .

Figure 1: Community Member Surveys — Primary 
Language Spoken

Amharic 
27.1%

Chinese 
9.7%

French 
12.8%

Korean 
1.2%

Spanish 
40.0%

Vietnamese 
7.0%

Other 
2.3%

respondents hailed from more than 25 different countries, 
including Algeria, burkina faso, cameroon, the central 
African republic, china (including hong kong), colombia, 
the democratic republic of congo, the dominican 
republic, el salvador, eritrea, ethiopia, guatemala, 
guinea, honduras, ivory coast, mali, mauritania, mexico, 
morocco, nicaragua, Peru, senegal, south korea, togo, 
and vietnam .

A roughly equivalent number of women and men were 
surveyed .138 Additionally, the ages of the survey respon-
dents ranged from 12 years old to over 60 years old .139 
See figure 2 below .

Figure 2: Ages of Community Member Survey 
Respondents

41–50 
18.6%

51–60 
10.9%

60+ 
5.8%

N/A 
3.1%

12–20 
16.7%

21–40 
45.0%

Respondents’ Experiences at Covered Entities

of the 258 surveyed individuals, 150, or 58 .1 percent of 
the surveyed population, reported some form of difficulty 
relating to language access at a covered entity . See 
figure 3 below . community members were asked whether 
they encountered difficulties with interpretation, translation, 
or lack of signage, and whether they experienced long 
waits for an interpreter, or subjectively felt some form of 
discrimination .
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Figure 3: Percentage of Total Survey Population  
that Encountered Language Access Difficulty at  
a Covered Entity

Difficulty 
58.1%

No 
Difficulty 

41.9%

the surveys indicated that chinese speakers had the most 
language access difficulties at d .c . government agen-
cies, with 80 percent of all chinese-speaking respondents 
reporting a difficulty of some sort . Amharic speakers as 
a group reported the lowest rate of language access 
difficulties — yet even for that language group, a major-
ity (51 .4%) reported some kind of difficulty . See figure 4 
below . difficulties ranged from lack of live interpreters or 
language line services, long waits for interpretation ser-
vices, no signage in the community member’s language, 
a lack of translated vital documents, and/or discriminatory 
treatment (from the respondent’s point of view) .

Figure 4: Percentage of All Survey Respondents that 
Reported Language Related Difficulty at a Covered 
Entity, by Language Spoken

Korean & Other 44.5%
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of the 150 individuals that reported language access 
difficulties at covered entities in the district of columbia, 
75 individuals, or 50 percent of those surveyed, reported 
difficulties stemming from the lack of translated docu-
ments . specific translation difficulties and agencies’ legal 
obligations under the Act are described below in section 2, 
covered entities’ compliance with obligation to translate 
vital documents and signs .

furthermore, 111 individuals, or 74 percent of the survey 
respondents who reported some kind of difficulty, stated that 
they failed to receive adequate interpretation .140 naturally, 
these percentages overlap since many respondents 
reported both translation and interpretation problems . See 
figure 5 below . Particulars of the interpretation difficulties 
and the agencies’ legal obligations are described below 
in section 3, covered entities’ compliance with obligation 
to Provide oral language services .

Figure 5: Percentage of Survey Complaints Relating 
to Translation and Interpretation Difficulties

 0.0% 25.0% 50.0% 75.0% 100.0%
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Lack of Translated 

Documents and Signs
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Summary of Agency Testing

in addition to the community member surveys, dclAc also 
conducted 85 tests of agencies, to gauge their compli-
ance with the Act . these tests included 18 in-person tests at 
government agencies, 27 tests of agency websites to assess 
language accessibility and the availability of vital docu-
ments, and 40 tests of agency interactions by telephone .

of the 18 in-person agency tests, only 11 testers (61%) 
were offered interpretation assistance pursuant to the Act, 
in the form of a live interpreter or language line services 
in the tested language . of the 27 agency website tests 
conducted, only eight (29%) testers were able to access 
translated documents and information in the tested lan-
guage . finally, of the 40 telephone testers, only 16 (40%) 
received assistance in the tested language .

overall, of the 85 tests of agency compliance with the Act, 
only 21 (25%) reported services in compliance with the Act . 
specifically, the testing exposed the lack of covered entities’ 
compliance with the requirements regarding the provision of 
oral interpretation services, and the translation of vital docu-
ments . the tests also reflected the challenges that leP/neP 
individuals are likely to encounter when browsing agency 
websites or communicating in writing with covered entities . 
finally, these results may also suggest insufficient employee 
training in language access-related competencies .
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CoveRed enTITIes’ ComplIanCe wITh oblIgaTIon 
To deTeRmIne The language needs of d.C. 
CommunITIes
As described above, all covered entities are required  
to track the language needs of current or likely customers,  
as well as provide oral language services for all lan-
guages and written translations of vital documents into 
some languages . in addition, in their biennial language 
Access Plans, covered entities with major public contact 
are required to report the types of oral language services 
that the entity will provide and how they determined 
that need .141 the Act recommends that agencies use 
the following resources to determine the number of leP/
neP persons served or likely to be served: u .s . census 
bureau data, local census data regarding language 
use and ethnic demographics, other government data  
including intake information from other entities, and data 
from dclAc .142 dclAc and iJc reviewed the entities’ blAPs 
and responses from foiA requests to assess compliance 
with this requirement .

seLf-RePoRting on 
comPLiance witH 
deteRmining Language needs
covered entities with major public contact are required 
to report in their blAPs how they assess the language  
needs of the leP/neP community members they serve  
or encounter, or are likely to serve and encounter .143 these 
entities tended to report two tracking methods in their blAPs: 
data collected from language line usage, and informa-
tion obtained by sign-in sheets or intake forms . for example, 
the department of health (doh) reported document-
ing language line phone calls and actual numbers of  
leP/neP individuals served for the 2009-10 blAP period .144 
in its most recent blAP, doh also reported using data from 
manual intakes and sign-in sheets .145 the department 
of human services (dhs) recorded language data from  

its intake forms and created  
an electronic database that it 
plans on monitoring for effec-
tiveness . for example, in dhs’s 
proposed 2011-12 blAP, the 
agency suggests that its goal 
is to unify its database so that 
all the divisions and programs 
of the dhs will be consistent 
in collecting data of leP/neP 
persons . At present, this is 
not a reality in part because 
primary language data is not 
collected uniformly across the 
agency .146 in a 2006 blAP, the 
department of employment 
services (does) reported that 
its program managers track 
and report language assis-
tance usage on a quarterly 
basis, in part to determine 
whether bilingual employees 
should be utilized at agency 
sites in future years .147

D .C . agencies are required to determine the languages that they are likely to encounter by using 
census data, among other sources of information .
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the d .c . housing Authority (dchA) proposed a more 
comprehensive approach that did not solely track new  
customers, but also sought to capture the language needs 
of existing clients who were recertifying for their programs .  
in the 2007–08 reporting period, dchA collected data on  
primary languages of applicants . it also had programs 
specific to latino and Asian communities and updated 
the applications for dchA programs to ask about the 
primary languages of all applicants .148 beginning in the 
2009–10 reporting period, existing clients who were recer-
tifying were asked if they were leP/neP and about their 
primary language .149 in 2011–12 the dchA also began  
identifying languages via telephone through language  
line interpreters .150

census data was also commonly reported as a source of 
information about language needs . in the 2007–08 reporting 
period, the fire and emergency medical services (fems) 
used census data to determine language needs, since it 
deals with the entire d .c . population .151 during the same 
reporting period, the homeland security and emergency 
management Agency (hsemA) reported that it maintained 
a database on languages based on census data and data 
from the mayor’s office .152 however in the 2011–12 report-
ing period, hsemA stated that it does not have databases 
or tracking applications, but collects data from front desk 
sign-in sheets or reports from community seminars .153

the metropolitan Police department (mPd) also included 
multiple layers of reporting in order to get a more com-
prehensive picture of the language needs of its clients . in 
the 2007–08 reporting period, mPd used census data as well 
as compiled language line usage data .154 it also required 
personnel to report on leP/neP persons they encountered 
on a quarterly basis .155 beginning in 2009–10, mPd also used 
activity logs with their Asian and latino liaison units to supple-
ment their data, and then switched to electronic records 
for 2011–12 .156

Although the blAPs present a mixed picture with respect 
to this obligation, the agencies’ response to foiA requests 
raised additional concerns . none of the agencies that 
responded in time for the writing of this report provided 
documents that described the methodology that the 
agency used to determine which languages met the 3 
percent of the population or 500 individuals threshold . 
consistent with the blAPs, ohr’s official response stated 
that ohr and other d .c . agencies track the frequency 

of language(s) encountered and determine if a specific 
language has reached the threshold using some or all of 
the following methods: (1) language line usage reports; 
(2) interpretation requests submitted by agency staff; (3) 
sign-in sheets in reception areas that capture language(s) 
spoken by leP/neP customers; and (4) database tracking 
systems where leP/neP customers are identified . however, 
other than language line usage reports, none of the 
agencies provided any documents supporting any of the 
other methods . furthermore, none of the agencies that 
responded provided documents containing research or 
data collection used to determine the threshold .

concLusion
in general, covered entities with major public contact 
do self-report methods of determining the language 
needs of the populations they serve or encounter, or are 
likely to serve or encounter . however, these entities did 
not report wide usage of the many different sources they 
were directed to consult, per the Act and its regulations .157 
indeed, the determination of the community’s language 
needs should be based on more than one data source, 
given the different points of contact with an agency, and 
the reliability of any given set of data . for example, the 
community surveys described in this report indicate that 
many individuals needing oral interpretation services were 
not given access to language line; therefore, assess-
ments made solely on language line usage would likely 
be inaccurate . for this reason, dchA and mPd’s methods 
appear to be more in line with the requirements of the 
Act as far as tracking those already served .158 while many 
entities documented new clients through language line 
data and intake forms, the dchA and mPd reported a 
more comprehensive approach which should result in a 
more complete picture of language needs of the clients 
and customers they encounter . Additionally, although a 
few agencies, such as mPd, maintain this data in elec-
tronic form, it appears that others may still rely upon paper 
records . ultimately, the most complete and effective 
method to track language needs — a method required 
explicitly in the Act — is through fields in agency data-
bases .159 of course, just as important as the collection 
of data is how the agency uses such data . once a cus-
tomer is tagged as leP/neP, that customer should receive  
language assistance whenever the customer comes into 
the agency . furthermore, for agencies utilizing written or 
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computerized intake methods, collecting information 
on each customer’s language needs should be made 
mandatory, even if the customer refuses to answer (for this 
an option of “no response” could be provided for in the 
intake form) or is an english-proficient individual .

however, even these comprehensive approaches focus 
largely on those individuals served or encountered, without 
considering the Act’s requirement to capture those likely 
to be served or encountered . if a covered entity is likely to 
serve or encounter the entire d .c . population, then it must 
research the languages spoken by the entire population 
and not simply focus on the languages spoken by people 
who already interact with the covered entity . if there is 
a large population of leP/neP individuals who speak a 
certain language, and that population is not being served 
by an agency, then the agency should be aware of the 
population in order to plan accordingly with respect to 
outreach, translation, and oral languages services . the Act 

guards against the possibility of neglecting any substantial 
language population by requiring the consideration of 
those likely to be served or encountered . the responses to 
the foiA requests similarly suggest that the agencies may 
be making ad hoc assessments of language needs without 
carefully consulting the full range of available information .

finally, there is scarce data available on the language-
tracking efforts undertaken by covered entities that are not 
covered entities with major public contact . since these 
entities are not required to prepare blAPs, there is minimal 
public oversight of how they track language needs; as 
described more fully below, this tracking is necessary to 
make decisions about translation of vital documents .

in summary, for d .c .’s leP/neP communities to truly have 
access to government-funded agencies, more compre-
hensive and accurate assessments of language service 
needs should be implemented at all covered entities .
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CoveRed enTITIes’ ComplIanCe wITh oblIgaTIon 
To TRanslaTe vITal doCumenTs and sIgns
covered entities must determine whether a particular lan-
guage is spoken by a leP/neP population that constitutes 
three percent or 500 individuals, whichever is less, of the 
population that is served or encountered, or likely to be 
served or encountered by the entity, to determine whether 
vital documents and signs must be translated into the lan-
guage .160 dclAc and iJc relied upon community member 
surveys and agency testing, along with a review of blAPs and 
foiA responses, to assess compliance with this obligation .

suRvey ResPonses ReLating 
to tRansLation of vitaL 
documents and signs
of the 150 individuals that reported language access 
difficulties at covered entities in d .c ., 75 individuals, or 
50 percent of those individuals, reported difficulties with 
translation . See figure 5 above . translation difficulties fell 
into two categories: (1) the covered entity did not have 
documents translated into the survey respondent’s pri-
mary language; or (2) the covered entity did not have 
signage in the survey respondent’s primary language . of 
all the survey respondents who encountered language 
access difficulties, 30 percent reported that the covered 
entity lacked translated documents,161 and 30 .7 percent 
reported a lack of signage in their language .162 naturally, 
these complaints often overlapped .

broken down by language, 31 .4 percent of Amharic-
speaking respondents, 20 percent of chinese-speaking 
respondents, 27 .3 percent of french-speaking respon-
dents, 24 .3 percent of spanish-speaking respondents, 
and 61 .1 percent of vietnamese-speaking respondents 
reported difficulties due to lack of translation — whether 
that be a lack of translated documents or a lack of 
language-appropriate signage . See figure 6 below .

Figure 6: Percentage of Surveys Reporting 
Translation Difficulties, Broken Down by Language 
Population Surveyed
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OHR language access cards explaining LEP/NEP rights under the 
Act in six different languages .

Having translated documents makes agency processes easier for everyone . Luckily, when one  
LEP/NEP individual dealt with an agency and did not find translated documents in her language,  
she found a very helpful agency employee who took the time necessary to assist her .

“he was very helpful and tried very hard to help me . when he didn’t have translated documents,  
he asked [the] interpreter to stay and translate the document as he read it .”
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Lack of Translated Documents

speakers of four of the six languages surveyed by dclAc 
reported a significant difficulty relating to the lack of 
translated documents . of all the survey respondents that 
encountered some kind of language access problem, 
41 .7 percent of Amharic-speaking respondents, 36 .8 
percent of french-speaking respondents, 31 percent 
of spanish-speaking respondents, and 25 percent of 
chinese-speaking respondents reported experiencing a 
problem in accessing services at a covered entity due 
to a lack of documents translated into their respective 
languages . See figure 7 . surprisingly, of the 18 vietnamese-
speaking survey respondents, none reported a problem 
with document translation, perhaps because of the type(s) 
of services sought, or because of an expectation that no 
translated documents would even be available . however, 
a significant proportion of vietnamese speakers did face 
difficulties with signs not being translated .

Figure 7: Percentage of Survey Complaints Relating 
to Lack of Translated Documents, Broken Down by 
Language Population Surveyed
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Lack of Translated Signage

in addition to a lack of translated documents, many survey 
respondents encountered difficulties accessing services 
because they were unable to read signs written only in 
english . of all the survey respondents that faced language 
difficulties, 84 .6 percent of vietnamese-speaking respon-
dents, 44 .5 percent of Amharic-speaking respondents, 
31 .5 percent of french-speaking respondents, 19 per-
cent of spanish-speaking respondents and ten percent 
of chinese-speaking respondents reported experiencing 

difficulty accessing services due to a lack of signage in 
their respective languages .163 See figure 8 below .

Figure 8: Percentage of Survey Complaints Relating 
to Lack of Translated Signage, Broken Down by 
Language Population Surveyed
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agency weBsite testing
for many covered entities, their websites are relied upon 
to provide vital documents to customers and clients . 
Although translation of the website is not specifically 
required under the Act, provision of vital documents 
in certain languages is a legal obligation of covered  
entities . it is logical that when these translated vital docu-
ments are primarily available on the website, the website 
must then be navigable, and therefore translated, for leP/
neP individuals that seek to access these translated vital 
documents . the authors also note with concern that ohr’s 
website for filing language access complaints is available 
only in english and, therefore, is not accessible for leP/neP 
individuals wanting to file a complaint .

where testers audited agency websites to determine 
whether they could access vital documents and informa-
tion in the tested language, only 30 percent were able 
to do so . french-speaking testers had the most success, 
with four out of nine testers finding some sort of translated 
information . however, three of those testers reported that 
the translation was inaccurate and another was only able 
to access a translated explanation of the forms, not actual 
translated forms . of the 12 spanish-speaking testers, only 
three were able to obtain the translated documents and 
information needed . of the six vietnamese-speaking tes-
ters, only one was able to access translated information 
— from the d .c . Public schools’ (dcPs) website . the other 
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vietnamese-speaking testers were unable to access any 
language-appropriate documents or information, or even 
a brief phrase in vietnamese accompanied by a phone 
number to call for assistance .

that said, spanish-speaking testers did give positive reviews 
to the dcPs and the office of the tenant Advocate (otA) 
websites . the entire dcPs website was available in spanish 
(and several other languages) . there was also a video in 
spanish and a phone number to call for additional informa-
tion in spanish . the tester noted there was clearly “an effort 
to communicate effectively with people engaging with the 
dcPs system for the first time . several youtube videos are 
also helpful for people with low literacy . . . .” otA’s website also 
had a section under “tenants” entitled “en español,” which 
contains a significant amount of information in spanish .

seLf-RePoRting on 
comPLiance  
witH oBLigation to 
tRansLate vitaL documents
in their blAPs, the covered entities with major public con-
tact self-reported varying levels of compliance with the 
Act’s requirement to translate vital documents .

in general, there was a lack of consistent translation of vital 
documents, and in some instances, backwards progress 
over the years . for example, in the 2007-08 reporting 
period, dchA reported having vital documents in spanish 
and also documents in korean, vietnamese, and chinese 
relating to the linguistically isolated voucher program for 
Asian populations .164 in the subsequent reporting period, 
dchA translated updated notices only into spanish;165 a 
more limited set of documents were translated into Asian 
languages .166 by the 2011-12 reporting period, dchA 
provided federal housing and urban development (hud) 
forms in the six most prevalent languages, but most other 
forms were translated only into spanish, if at all .167

often, even if vital documents were translated by covered 
entities with major public contact, translations were largely 
in spanish, or limited entirely to spanish . for example, 
over the years, dhs has been translating its documents 
and by the 2011-12 reporting period, translations were 
mostly completed, but only in spanish .168 similarly, in the 
2007-08 reporting period, does took an inventory of vital 
documents for future translation and translated posters 
for walk-in customers where most leP/neP persons were 

encountered .169 four years later, does listed numerous 
documents translated into spanish, but only forms and 
letters for hearings were translated into other languages .170

fems and mPd self-reported the highest levels of compli-
ance with the Act’s translation requirements . in the 2009-10 
reporting period, fems translated some documents for 
emergency medical services, foiA, and a smoke alarm 
flyer into some of the six most prevalent languages .171 in 
the 2011-12 reporting period, fems reported the same 
documents that were translated in 2009-10 but added 
additional languages .172 mPd was the most positive 
example: in the 2007-08 reporting period, all 63 vital docu-
ments of mPd were translated into seven languages .173 
in addition, some non-vital educational information was 
translated into four languages .174 in the 2009-10 reporting 
period, mPd translated flyers, posters, brochures and all of 
their vital documents, and plans to continue expanding 
translations into 2011-12 .175

concLusion
many covered entities fail to meet their obligations to pro-
vide translated vital documents and signs in the languages 
served or encountered, or likely to be served or encoun-
tered in d .c . this failure stems, in part, from the entities’ 
failure to adequately track language needs, as described 
in the section above . the community member surveys 
clearly confirmed that leP/neP individuals in the district 
encounter difficulty relating to a lack of translated docu-
ments and/or signage at covered entities . these difficulties 
were especially pronounced for certain language groups: 
about 42 percent of Amharic speakers who encountered 
language access difficulties cited a lack of translated 
documents, and about 85 percent of vietnamese speak-
ers who faced language access difficulties cited a lack 
of appropriate signage . similarly, a minority of the agency 
website testers were able to access translated documents 
online . this data suggests that covered entities should 
review and enhance their protocols relating to determin-
ing language needs and translating documents and 
signage . in their blAPs, the covered entities with major 
public contact even self-report the insufficient translation 
of vital documents, a fact which hinders many individuals 
from effectively accessing government services .

Although there are several covered entities that provide 
documents translated into spanish, translations into other 
languages are scarce . Agency failure to offer translation 
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may occur for multiple reasons . if an entity is intentionally not 
translating documents into a particular language because 
the entity does not believe that the language meets the 
threshold, then the agency should state this fact . in addition, 
the agency must analyze the sources of data listed in the 
Act to support its assertion that the language does not meet 
the threshold of those likely to be served or encountered .

Agencies may also contend that the document is not 
“vital,” or may choose not to comply with the law because 

they believe that it is too expensive to do so . finally, with 
respect to letters or forms automatically generated through 
existing databases, the agencies may be hamstrung by 
existing data systems that simply do not allow for translation 
into particular languages . Although this report acknowl-
edges that each covered entity surveyed has different 
thresholds for which languages are required to be trans-
lated under the Act, the data does support the conclusion 
that there are deficiencies across the board in providing 
translated vital documents to leP/neP individuals in d .c .

maria*

Sometimes, giving an LEP/NEP individual a non-translated document is the same  
as not giving her the document at all.

in may 2009, maria visited the offices of the d.c. child support services division (cssd) 
to speak about the child support that she received. unlike many individuals, maria was 
knowledgeable about her rights under the language access act, and she attempted  
to assert them. however, she was informed that there were no spanish-speaking staff 
members, and she left without solving her problem.

cssd began to send documents and communications to maria, but they were all in 
english. around early 2010, cssd began sending her “monthly notice of child support 
activity” statements that detail the money collected and disbursed to the custodian of 
a child. these notices further stated the factors that may affect a child support award 
amount as well as instructions for how to contest the child support payment if the  
recipient has disagreements with the amount of a payment. failure to take advantage 
of these instructions could lead to a cancellation of the payments altogether. cssd 
claimed that it did not need to translate these documents because they are standardized  
forms on its computer system and that they merely input information which is then filled 
into the appropriate blanks on the form. it further averred that, as a standardized com-
puter form that was drafted by a third party, it was not a “vital document” that required 
translation under the act.

fortunately, the office of human rights determined through a formal complaint adjudi-
cation that the “monthly notice” was a vital document that required translation, and that 
its status as a computerized document did not mean that it could avoid this requirement.

in maria’s case, she might have lost the awards she relied on because of her inability to 
read the documents she received. agencies need to have procedures in place to mark 
an individual’s language in their computer system so that the recipient automatically 
receives documents in his or her language.
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CoveRed enTITIes’ ComplIanCe wITh oblIgaTIon 
To pRovIde oRal language seRvICes
under the Act, all covered entities are required under the 
Act to provide oral language services to customers, via 
in-person or telephone interpretation, in all languages .176 
in addition, covered entities are to determine the type of 
oral language services needed based upon an annual 
assessment that considers the following factors: (1) the 
number of leP/neP persons served in d .c .; (2) the fre-
quency with which leP/neP persons come into contact 
with the entity; (3) the importance of the service; and (4) 
the entity’s available resources .177 depending on the results 
of this assessment, a covered entity may choose to hire 
additional bilingual personnel, rely upon other in-person 
interpreters, or use telephonic interpretation services .178 
covered entities should make these determinations  
by updating their databases, tracking applications, and 
utilizing resources such as census data, governmental 
data, and d .c . language Access coalition data .179

suRvey findings on 
comPLiance witH oBLigation 
to PRovide oRaL Language 
seRvices
Community Survey Data

interpretation issues represented the vast majority of all 
language access difficulties reported in community 
surveys — in fact, interpretation issues were cited by 74 
percent of all respondents who encountered some kind of 
difficulty .180 interpretation problems included the absence 
of an in-person interpreter or bilingual staff, long waits for 
interpretation services, and the failure to use language line .

Among these, the largest number of interpretation prob-
lems that individuals experienced involved the lack of 
bilingual staff (48%) . A significant number also reported 
a general unavailability of in-person interpreters (39 .3%), 
long waits for interpretation services (27 .3%), and the fail-
ure to use language line (15 .3%) .181 many of the surveys 
reported problems involving a combination of these issues .

chinese- and vietnamese-speaking respondents reported 
the most problems relating to interpretation . See figure 
9 below . of the chinese speakers who reported facing 

some kind of language access difficulty, 64 percent cited 
interpretation issues . the proportion was 66 percent for 
vietnamese speakers .

Figure 9: Percentage of All Survey Complaints 
Relating to Interpretation, Broken Down by 
Language Population Surveyed
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Lack of In-Person Interpreters

the unavailability of in-person interpreters presented a  
problem for leP/neP individuals and had a range of negative 
effects on each different language . by far, chinese-  
and vietnamese-speaking respondents reported the most 
difficulties in this area: 64 percent of all chinese-speaking 
respondents and 61 percent of all vietnamese-speaking 

Interpretation services such as Language Line ensure that 
individuals who interface with agencies can have near-instant 
interpretation . These services also makes the interaction between  
the agency employee and the LEP/NEP individual much smoother .  
© 2012 Language Line Services
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respondents reported lack of in-person interpretation as a 
problem . As figure 10 below demonstrates, all language 
groups reported significant challenges in this area .

while covered entities can often satisfy their obligations 
under the Act with the use of a telephonic interpretation  
service, the Act’s regulations do contemplate circum-
stances when telephonic interpretation would not be 
“reasonably sufficient,” and in-person interpretation would 
be necessary .182 these results suggest that community 
members may have felt hampered by the lack of an 
in-person interpreter, and that agencies should carefully 
consider the trade-offs of in-person versus telephonic 
interpretation .

Figure 10: Percentage of All Survey Respondents 
Complaining of a Lack of In-Person Interpretation, 
Broken Down by Language Population Surveyed
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Long Waits for Interpretation Services

community survey respondents also indicated that they 
experienced a long wait for an interpreter . notably, 54 
percent of vietnamese speakers who encountered lan-
guage access difficulties stated that they experienced a 
long wait . spanish and Amharic speakers reported a similar 
percentage of problems with long waits, at 34 .5 percent, 
and 27 .8 percent respectively . the community surveys of 
chinese speakers showed that 15 percent experienced a 
long wait for an interpreter . while english-speaking residents 
may also be affected by long waits at covered entities, 
the leP/neP residents surveyed were asked specifically 
about long waits for an interpreter . See figure 11 below . 
these delays can be attributed to many factors, including 
staff members’ lack of familiarity with language access 
protocols, insufficient training of agency staff on the use 
of language line, inability to determine the language 
being spoken, and scarce availability of trained interpret-
ers, among other reasons .

In-person interpreters are also an option for individuals who need 
to interact with an agency . Photo courtesy of the Baltimore Sun 
Company, Inc ., All Rights Reserved .

mr. Heng*

Long waits for interpretation services can 
directly affect an LEP/NEP  
individual’s access to basic medical 
attention.

“at [a local hospital], there is one nurse 
who speaks chinese. though she is a 
nurse by profession, she also acts as the 
hospital’s only chinese interpreter. when 
[a chinese speaker] show[s] up for an 
appointment, you sit in the waiting room 
until the nurse sees you and comes by 
to ask you what you need. if she is busy, 
then all you can do is wait for her until 
she is free to interpret for you. for one 
appointment, i know i will have to spend 
all day at the hospital.”
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Figure 11: Percentage of All Survey Complaints 
Relating to Long Waits for Interpretation Services,  
Broken Down by Language Population Surveyed
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Failure to Offer Language Line

community surveys that reported that covered entities 
failed to offer language line represented the smallest 
proportion of problems relating to interpretation . however, 
Amharic speakers were affected in the greatest propor-
tions, as 27 .8 percent of their language access difficulties 
involved not being offered language line . french speakers 
indicated that a failure to offer language line interpreta-
tion was implicated in 21 percent of their language access 
difficulties; the percentages for chinese and spanish 
speakers were 15 percent and 8 .6 percent, respectively . 
it is possible that the survey results underreport this prob-
lem, as some respondents may have been unaware that 
language line was an option, and therefore failed to 
report its unavailability .

Figure 13: Percentage of All Survey Complaints 
Relating to Failure to Offer Language Line, Broken 
Down by Language Population Surveyed
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Telephone Testing Results

“the assistance was very good . the employee was 

extremely helpful, especially in providing a nearby 

employment advice-seeking center and scheduling  

me with a live interpreter when i wished to visit .”

“the person finally acknowledged that i spoke french 

after i told him three times . the person went to locate 

a bilingual employee . the employee spoke spanish 

and english but little french . the employee was rude, 

irritated, and confrontational . he said he was going to 

transfer to a french speaking person and he hung up .”

“the employee was really nice and asked me to wait 

a few minutes while he connected me with a live 

person . he located a bilingual employee to assist . the 

employee was helpful and the service was very good!”

“i called during regular business hours but nobody 

picked up . on my third try someone picked up and i 

said, “¿habla español?” the employee continued to 

speak english…and did not seem knowledgeable about 

using language line . the employee tried to be helpful 

but i was never transferred to language line or a bilin-

gual employee and the person kept speaking english .”

As the above quotes indicate, telephone testers had 
mixed experiences with agency representatives . testers 
were instructed to call the covered entity and speak only 
the tested language . of the 40 attempts, only 16, or 40 
percent, were assisted in their tested language and/or 
offered telephonic interpretation services .

there were six telephonic tests conducted in french; in 
only two — those testing otA and dcPs — were the testers 
able to speak with french interpreters and/or employees . 
one test concluded simply because the tester was unable 
to reach a live person . for the remaining three french-
language tests the testers reported very poor service, and 
encountered rude and irritated government employees . 
of the three that reported poor service, two never got 
through to a live person and were instead forwarded to a 
recorded menu that was in many different languages, but 
not in french . one was transferred to a bilingual employee 
who spoke spanish and english . this employee was indif-
ferent to the tester’s predicament, said he could not help, 
and hung up on the tester .
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of the five tests conducted in spanish, the testers reported 
three good experiences while calling dhs, dcPs, and the 
dmv . testers reported that they were served efficiently and 
in a friendly and helpful manner . one tester reported a 
negative experience while calling doh . the employee 
was friendly and tried to be helpful but did not appear to 
be knowledgeable about telephonic interpretation and, 
therefore, the tester never received interpretation .

three of the six telephonic tests conducted in vietnamese 
— those testing doh, dhs, and dcPs — resulted in the tes-
ters receiving telephonic interpretation services . however, 
the other three testing scenarios resulted in the tester not 
being assisted . in one case, the tester received an auto-
mated command to press "4" to receive assistance in 
vietnamese . however, after pressing "4" instructions were 
given in english only .

only two of the six tests conducted in chinese resulted 
in testers receiving assistance . in one test, an employee 
at the dmv connected the chinese-speaking tester to 
language line; in another test, a tester of does encoun-
tered a recorded message that allowed chinese speakers 
to connect to language line . the other covered entities 
tested simply did not respond to the chinese-speaking 
tester . for example, a staffer at one covered entity with 
major public contact just sat in silence as the tester kept 
requesting help in chinese; eventually, the tester hung up .

of the six telephone tests conducted in Amharic, only 
dcPs provided language assistance through the use of 
language line . the other five Amharic-language tests 
concluded when the tester reached automated mes-
sages in english; the tester did not receive assistance . 
for example, in one of the Amharic-language testing 
scenarios, a covered entity with major public contact had 
a recorded greeting in six languages, but not Amharic . 

there were five telephone tests conducted in korean; only 
two covered entities (otA and dhs) provided language 
line interpretation . however, two other covered entities 
with major public contact either did not reply to the tester’s 
requests for a korean interpreter, or did not answer, and 
their recorded message did not have a korean option .

since dclAc was able to recruit a bengali volunteer, two 
agencies were tested in bengali — does and dhs . both 
times, the tester received telephonic interpretation services .

Blandine

At times, the  
language access 
protocols required 
by the Act work 
exactly as 
intended. Blandine, 
an LEP immigrant 
from Togo, describes a positive  
experience she had with DOES:

“i lost my job in 2011 and i applied 
for unemployment benefits while 
looking for another job. i called the 
department of employment services 
(does) to speak to a social worker.  
i thought i could communicate  
easily in english, but it was not that 
easy. i never knew about the law  
in d.c. that gives me rights to an 
interpreter if i needed one. so, i  
tried my best speaking english, but 
the social worker hardly understood 
me. she asked me if i spoke french, 
and i said yes. she then transferred 
me to an interpreter who spoke 
french and this helped a lot to ease 
the rest of the conversation. i was 
able to get the information i needed. 
it was great! thank you to the  
officials who care about those of  
us who don’t speak english when  
we arrive in the united states.”
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seLf-RePoRting on 
comPLiance witH oBLigation 
to PRovide oRaL Language 
seRvices
in recent years, agencies have offered positive accounts 
of their own efforts to provide oral language services . 
in general, covered entities with major public contact 
reported compliance with requirements for interpretation 
services, including use of bilingual staff and language 
line . for some agencies, however, the bilingual staff is 
limited to spanish speakers .

for example, in the 2007-08 reporting period, fems identi-
fied bilingual staff that passed a competency test, hired 
bilingual employees, and recruited bilingual staff .183 in 
the subsequent reporting period (2009-10) fems con-
tinued recruiting bilingual staff, used language line for 
interpretation and translation, and distributed “know your 
rights” cards .184 in its most recent blAP, however, fems 
disclosed that the bilingual staff on record spoke only 
spanish and that the agency was not recruiting addi-
tional bilingual staff .185 following a similar trajectory, in the 
2007-08 reporting period, dchA had bilingual staff for 
spanish interpretation and used language line or other 
certified interpreters .186 to its credit, in the 2009-10 reporting 
period, dchA used its own ‘secret shoppers’ to test agency 
services .187

some agencies have reported bilingual staff covering a 
range of non-english languages . for example, the list of 
certified bilingual staff in 2011-12 for mPd included staff 
members fluent in multiple languages, more than the six 
recognized by ohr as prevalent .188 in the 2007-08 report-
ing period, dhs had spanish-, vietnamese-, Amharic-, 
chinese-, and french-speaking employees and all other 
languages were interpreted through language line .189 by 
2011-12, dhs had many more bilingual employees listed 
with a wider range of covered languages .190 by contrast, in 
2011-12, hsemA reported that it is still working with human 
resources to advertise for more bilingual staff .191 likewise, 
in the 2011–12 reporting period, doh began a recruitment 
and retention plan for bilingual staff, expected to be ready 
for review at the end of 2012 .192

concLusion
covered entities under the Act have an absolute obliga-
tion to provide oral language services to leP/neP persons, 
either through the use of bilingual staff or in-person 
interpreters, or with the aid of a telephonic interpretation 
service . this obligation is extended to any leP/neP person 
seeking services, regardless of the language spoken . 
unfortunately, the research reveals a significant disparity 
between the agencies’ generally positive self-reporting 
regarding this duty, and the actual experiences of com-
munity members and testers . several covered entities with 
major public contact reported the existence of bilingual 
staff, concerted efforts to recruit additional bilingual staff, 
and/or the use of language line .

in contrast, community member surveys highlighted that 
leP/neP individuals continue to have difficulty accessing 
oral language services at covered entities . significant 
percentages of respondents reported long waits for 
interpretation services, and even a total failure to offer 
language line . many respondents also cited the absence 
of an in-person interpreter as a source of difficulty, which 
raises questions about the sufficiency of telephonic inter-
pretation in all cases . moreover, the telephonic testing 
confirmed the discrepancies between reporting in the 
blAPs and actual experiences of leP/neP individuals .

the deficient provision of oral language services by cov-
ered entities forecloses individuals from accessing essential 
services in d .c ., as evidenced by gabriela’s story below . 
many agency employees are unaware that their obliga-
tions to provide interpretation continue even if there is no 
bilingual staff or actual in-person interpreter present . oral 
language services should be easy to provide, especially 
because all covered entities have access to telephonic 
interpretation services . it appears, therefore, that covered 
entities need to improve the ways in which they train their 
employees to use telephonic interpretation and need to 
impress upon employees the importance of compliance .
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gabriela*

An agency’s failure to provide interpretation services when interacting with an individual  
in his or her own home can have detrimental consequences.

gabriela required spanish translation and interpretation when dealing with the d.c. 
department of consumer and regulatory affairs (dcra), which is responsible for conduct-
ing housing and safety code inspections. in november 2009, gabriela contacted dcra to 
complain of bedbugs, among other issues. she spoke with a woman in dcra that also spoke 
spanish and arranged for an inspector to come to her apartment. after the inspector missed 
his appointments, she made repeated calls to dcra and was told there were no spanish 
speakers. finally, she received a call from the woman who spoke spanish and they arranged 
another appointment. at no time did the english-speaking dcra employees inform her of 
her right to telephonic interpretation services. when the inspector arrived, he did not speak 
spanish. gabriela could not inform him of what was wrong with her apartment, and she was 
not informed of what the inspector was doing because of the inability to communicate. she 
was never notified of her right to have access to an interpretation service during the appoint-
ment through the inspector’s cell phone, and no effort was made to offer interpretation.

gabriela later called dcra to request a copy of the inspection report in spanish. the 
employee who answered her call told her “we don’t speak spanish,” before hanging up  
the phone. gabriela was unable to receive a translated copy of her housing inspection  
report because dcra determined that it was not classified as a “vital document” that 
required translation under the language access act.

gabriela’s experience showed that denying language access can affect every stage of an 
agency’s interaction with an individual. gabriela not only was prevented from adequately 
explaining her problem, she was also foreclosed from being informed of the investigation’s 
results. her experience further shows just how much freedom agencies have to declare 
some documents non-vital documents, even those that pertain to someone’s home.
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CoveRed enTITIes’ ComplIanCe wITh  
oblIgaTIon To TRaIn employees In language 
aCCess-RelaTed CompeTenCIes 
covered entities are required to train all staff members 
who have contact with the public in the use of telephonic 
interpretations services, and in directing leP/neP persons to 
those services .193 Additionally, covered entities with major 
public contact must develop a plan to conduct internal 
cultural and linguistic competency trainings .194

suRvey findings on 
comPLiance witH tRaining 
goveRnment emPLoyees
In-Person Agency Testing

the in-person testing conducted by dclAc helped reveal 
whether employees of a covered entity utilized their training 
when facing a leP/neP individual . the testers were instructed 
to enter assigned agencies and speak only in the tested 
language . only a small majority of the in-person tests (56%) 
reported that they were offered language line assistance 
or access to interpreters during their attempts to access 
services . the experiences of the in-person testers shed light 
on whether trainings conducted by the covered entities were 
effectively being implemented on a daily basis .

for example, of the five bengali in-person tests, two were 
offered language line services by staffers at the department 
of Parks and recreation and doh . the remaining three 
tested upper cardozo health center, otA, and office of 

two “in-Person testers” Reflect on their 
experiences with agency staff

one tester discovered that the language 
line employee was out of the office and 
the other staff could not reach him. no 
one else knew how to use the language 
line (in fact, only one person in the office 
actually knew). the staff member called 
the office of human rights to ask how to 
use it, but then he had to go to his office to 
look for the id number. then, after waiting 
for about ten minutes, the employee finally 
figured out how to use language line.

when the second tester went into 
another agency and the employee  
tried to use the language line phone,  
she found that it was disconnected. she 
told the tester to follow her to another 
phone, which was disconnected as  
well. then, she tried to figure out how to 
connect to language line with a regular 
phone, but she didn’t know how to do  
it. the tester had to wait about 20-30  
minutes for language line to be con-
nected. when the tester finally asked 
for information about getting a driver’s 
license, the agency didn’t have any infor-
mation in the language required. the 
employee just referred the tester to other 
documents, which were written in english.

"In the process of interviewing people involved in the Mount 
Pleasant fire—as residents, advocates, first responders, and 
other government employees—it was very much apparent that 
awareness of the language needs of the communities are key 
to effective emergency response and disaster relief . Language 
resources and extensive planning can make the difference 
between life and death, and are also crucial to the long-term 
relief efforts after the cameras have gone away .” Robert Winn, 
producer, Communities in Translation (2011) . Photo courtesy  
of Robert Winn .
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the People’s counsel — none 
were able to receive assistance . 
of the three bengali tests that were 
denied access, one tester was not 
helped at all and reported that 
the government employee acted 
in a rude and annoyed manner . 
the employee that was contacted 
to help the bengali tester was 
bilingual, speaking spanish and 
english . in the other two attempts, 
the testers were not able to receive 
answers for their inquiries . however, 
the testers stated that the government employees helping 
them were respectful and gave them their business cards 
so they could make an appointment, even though the 
employees could not speak bengali .

three Amharic-speaking in-person tests and one french-
speaking tester were offered language line services 
and the testers described the government employees as 
very helpful . both tigrinya-speaking tests resulted in eventu-
ally being offered language line services, but the testers 
reported first having to deal with a few levels of unhelpful, 
irritated, and rude government employees . the tigrinya tes-
ters felt frustrated, stating it was difficult because everyone 
was making “a big deal” out of their request for help .

of the five spanish-speaking in-person tests, one was offered 
language line services . two were assisted by bilingual 
government employees . the other two testers were not 
helped at all . the two testers who were denied assistance 
reported that in addition to lacking knowledge of the Act and 
competency in serving leP/neP individuals, the government 
employees were rude, irritated, and confrontational .

Self-Reporting on Compliance with Training 
Government Employees

covered agencies with major public contact generally 
self-report compliance with the requirement to train their 
employees on cultural and linguistic competencies, includ-
ing language line trainings and trainings conducted by 
ohr . in response to the authors’ foiA request, the six agen-
cies that responded in time for the writing of the report 
included training material on one or more of the following 
issues: the use of language line; cultural diversity; cultural 
sensitivity and communication; and the Act . this training 
material came in the form of PowerPoint presentations, 
instructions, and academic literature . while many of the 

agencies included ohr’s training, 
entitled “serving the district’s leP/
neP communities,” the training 
material was not limited to that 
solely provided by ohr . however, 
it was not clear how often the train-
ings were administered based on 
the foiA responses .

the agencies’ blAPs contained 
similar information . for example, 
in the 2011–12 reporting period, 
doh reported that it met its  

goals of providing trainings in cultural competency and 
language services .195 in the 2009-10 reporting period, 
fems provided necessary language line trainings,196 and 
for 2011-12, the agency reported using the ohr trainings 
as well .197 in 2007-08, hsemA reported holding quarterly 
trainings on language access and mandatory language 
line trainings for anyone in emergency operations .198 its 
subsequent blAP reported yearly diversity trainings and ohr 
trainings, and according to the most recent blAP, hsemA 
plans to have staff participate in all trainings at the request 
of the agency director .199

some covered entities with major public contact excel 
in providing cultural and linguistic competency training 
for their employees, including the creation of taskforces 
or the provision of specialized trainings related to major 
cultural or ethnic groups . mPd created a taskforce for 
language access in 2007-08 and provided language 
line trainings for new recruits and transfers .200 in 2009-10, 
mPd reported conducting language line and cultural 
sensitivity trainings for new recruits and transfers as well as 
learning modules on the ten most prevalent cultures in the 
d .c . area .201 in 2011-12 mPd reported that all personnel 
are required to complete ohr’s language access online 
training module .202 similarly, dhs reported that it conducted 
annual language line and cultural competency trainings 
in the 2007–08 reporting period and had its own language 
Access taskforce .203 in 2011–12, dhs reported that employ-
ees are required to use the online ohr training module .204

concLusion
despite generally positive findings on the self-reporting by 
the covered entities with major public contact, responses 
from surveyed individuals regarding the lack of employee 
training in use of language line and reporting inadequate 

DCLAC staff members train individuals about key 
provisions of the Language Access Act . 
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treatment based upon limited english proficiency, show that 
trainings may not be enhancing the day-to-day experiences 
of some leP/neP customers . more cultural competency  
trainings may need to be systematically implemented to  
mitigate the unpleasant experiences that some leP/neP 
customers have reported . Additionally, testing of employees’ 

knowledge of available tools, such as telephonic interpre-
tation services, may need to accompany the annual 
trainings . deficient training affects the proper implementation 
of other requirements under the Act, such as the provision 
of oral language services described above . Proper training 
will ensure that covered entities can comply with the Act .

nichelle*

Some LEP/NEP individuals file complaints against an agency with the D.C. Office of Human Rights (OHR) to 
enforce their rights under the Language Access Act. Even receiving a favorable decision from OHR, however, 
does not guarantee that others will receive sufficient language access from the same agency in the future.

in 2010, an amharic speaker filed a language access complaint against the d.c. department of human 

services (dhs) for failure to provide oral interpretation and translated documents when he applied for food 

stamps. after an investigation, ohr found that dhs had violated the language access act by denying this 

individual interpretation and translation services in amharic. in its determination, ohr found that amharic 

speakers met the threshold required (three percent or 500 individuals of the population served, encoun-

tered, or likely to be served or encountered, whichever is less) for dhs to provide translation of written vital 

documents. the agency was instructed to take appropriate measures to comply with the act.

the very next year, in 2011, another amharic speaker, nichelle, went to the dhs taylor street service center to 

apply for food stamps for her child. the first time she went in, she was told in english that there were too many 

people and she could not be helped. when she returned, she was again told in english that there were too 

many customers, but that day the center set a date for nichelle to return. nichelle returned for the third time, 

on her appointment date, only to be told that she was there on “the wrong day” for amharic speakers.

though there are certain days that an amharic speaker from mary’s center is available to provide in- 

person interpretation and help to dhs customers, the employee that nichelle spoke with apparently was 

not aware that the act requires the agency to provide interpretation on other days as well.

nichelle finally received the food stamps that she needed for her child, but only after she contacted a 

legal services attorney to speak with dhs on her behalf. a taylor street service center supervisor, who 

speaks amharic, was very responsive to the attorney and ultimately contacted nichelle directly to ensure 

that she was approved for benefits, back-dated to the first day she went in to the center.

But what about all the leP/neP customers who do not contact a legal services attorney, and do not 

know their language access rights? ohr had already ordered dhs to make language access services, 

including written translations, available for their amharic- speaking customers. what remedies do other 

customers have when their language access rights are still violated? david steib, an attorney with the 

legal aid society of d.c., attributes problems like these to the inability of individuals to bring legal action 

against agencies that deny them language access. mr. steib notes that “the language access act does 

not have a lot of teeth as long as there is no private right of action.” agencies are supposed to comply with 

the language access act, but there are few consequences if they do not — even if ohr has already found 

them in violation of the act and ordered them to correct any deficiencies.
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CoveRed enTITIes wITh maJoR publIC ConTaCT's 
ComplIanCe wITh oblIgaTIon To ConduCT 
ouTReaCh InTo lep/nep CommunITIes 
covered agencies with major public contact 
must develop a plan to conduct outreach 
into leP/neP communities .205 the regulations 
provide examples of potential outreach 
activities, including the following:

•	 conducting public meetings; organizing 
events in leP/neP communities (including 
fairs, community meetings, forums, edu-
cational workshops);

•	 deploying entities’ mobile unit/truck/van 
to visit specific community centers, com-
munity based organizations or schools;

•	 disseminating information through leP/
neP media outlets (including local tv, 
newspapers, and radio);

•	 deploying outreach personnel to visit 
and/or perform regular “walk throughs” 
within the various leP/neP communities;

•	 Partnering with community-based organi-
zations for the implementation of projects 
and/or delivery of services;

•	 sponsoring educational, informational, cultural and/ 
or social events in leP/neP communities; and

•	 organizing regular needs assessment meetings with 
leP/neP community-based organizations .206

seLf-RePoRting on outReacH 
metHods By coveRed entities
the covered entities with major public contact that did 
self-report outreach activities into leP/neP communities 
showed general adherence to this requirement, albeit with 
varying levels of activities . generally, agency outreach 
efforts have targeted the latino and Asian immigrant 
populations, but some entities are beginning to focus on 
d .c .’s African immigrant communities . for example, in the 
2009-10 reporting period, the doh’s outreach objective 
centered on latino populations but was expanding to 
Asian and African immigrant communities .207 for mPd, 
outreach was noted as a regular aspect of the job in 

2007-08, and mPd created Asian and latino liaison units 
to help with outreach to leP/neP communities .208 in its most 
recent blAP, mPd committed to 156 outreach activities per 
year, focusing on Asian, latino, and expanding to African 
communities .209 fems also reported participating in a joint 
town hall meeting with mPd .210

some covered entities with major public contact reported 
partnering with community organizations or other gov-
ernment agencies to perform outreach . for example, 
in the 2007-08 reporting period, dchA partnered with 
culturally-based organizations through its linguistically 
isolated voucher Programs, distributed flyers, and attended 
activities and meetings .211 dchA continued this work in 
subsequent years, and sponsored a meeting in columbia 
heights, d .c ., for community outreach .212 Also, within the 
2007-08 reporting period, does used “mobile one-stop” 
sites to reach out to leP/neP communities .213 in its most 
recent blAP, does indicated its intent to participate in leP/
neP public meetings at other agencies and planned on 
hosting its own public meeting .214

Community outreach can occur at events like Fiesta D .C . — a festival to 
preserve and promote Latino culture in D .C . Photo courtesy of Tim Wright .
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mPd, hsemA, and dhs all reported the most detailed 
outreach plans that demonstrated commitment to the 
Act . in the 2007–08 reporting period, hsemA researched 
the leP/neP communities to create an outreach plan and 
used community contacts to disseminate information and 
attend meetings .215 hsemA subsequently reported that it 
had coordinated a national Preparedness month full of 
events with a multicultural component, reached out to 
mayor’s office units, and had an outreach coordinator 
attend community functions .216 in its most recent blAP, 
hsemA committed to organizing ten outreach activities 
targeting groups deemed likely to encounter services 
and to continue working on interpreting and translating 
emergency preparedness seminars .217 similarly, dhs 
reported partnerships with cultural organizations in d .c . 
for school-related services, public meetings, and distri-
bution of translated documents through its community 
partners in the 2007–08 reporting period .218 in 2009–10, 
the dhs reported organizing, attending, and supporting 
49 culturally relevant outreach activities and committed 
to increasing that number by 25 percent;219 in the 2011-12 

reporting period dhs committed to conducting 40 out-
reach activities .220

concLusion
outreach into the leP/neP communities, as required in 
the Act, is generally done, although outreach without 
competency in other aspects of language access does 
not result in effective promulgation of services to the leP/
neP communities . As demonstrated by the d .c . mayor’s 
office on Asian and Pacific islander Affairs and the dchA 
(see story below), despite outreach into the Asian com-
munity about the voucher program, the lack of effective 
services meant many leP/neP individuals, though at least 
informed of the available services, could not access the 
services for which they qualified . the covered entities with 
major public contact reported a variety of outreach events 
related to their agency’s purpose; continued coordination 
between agencies for outreach could prove an efficient 
use of resources if the agencies are able to serve the 
customers that they attract .
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the d.c. mayor's office on asian and Pacific islander affairs and  
the d.c. Housing authority

The denial of a right to language access is not always limited to a particular individual’s 
experience. Withholding interpretation and translation services can undermine even the 
best-intentioned programs.

in 2005, the d.c. mayor's office on asian and Pacific islander affairs (oaPia) and the d.c. 
mayor's office on latino affairs joined together with the d.c. housing authority (dcha) to 
institute the linguistically isolated tenant-Based housing choice voucher program. this pro-
gram would provide a total of 100 housing vouchers to linguistically-isolated communities, 
distributed to different language minorities based on census numbers. eighty-one vouch-
ers were allotted to spanish-speaking tenants and 19 were allotted to tenants who spoke 
asian and Pacific islander languages. the 81 vouchers for spanish-speakers were assigned 
relatively quickly due to the number of employees in dcha who spoke spanish or who had 
previous experience with using translation services for spanish-speaking tenants.

asian applicants faced a completely different experience. oaPia informed asian commu-
nities that the housing voucher program was available with dcha. asian applicants who 
came to dcha’s offices were informed in english that they brought the wrong documents 
or were asked to return with an english-speaking relative. dcha failed to inform the appli-
cants of their rights under the language access act, and did not provide any interpretation 
or translation services. most applicants left without ever knowing why they were sent away. 
after repeated attempts by asian tenants to apply for the program, applicants just stopped 
coming in to dcha to apply for the voucher program. despite the large number of eligible 
tenants being informed about the program, the 19 asian community vouchers took four 
years to place.

after realizing that the program was failing the communities it was meant to help due to 
a failure to provide interpretation and translation services, oaPia and the vietnamese 
american community service center accompanied applicants to dcha. they provided the 
interpretation and translation services that were the responsibility of dcha, but which were 
not being offered. the experience of asian applicants with the housing vouchers program 
shows that even community-oriented programs are a failure if the community cannot speak 
with its government.
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ConClusIon: assessIng oveRall ComplIanCe 
despite generally positive self-reporting by covered entities, 
the community surveys and testing described in this report 
revealed a far more complicated picture of language 
access compliance . Although some covered entities made 
a good faith effort to determine language access needs of 
their communities and to conduct community  outreach, 
compliance with these requirements was incon sistent across 
agencies . Additionally, the testing and surveys reflected 
significant rates of non-compliance with requirements to 
provide translated vital documents and signs, to provide 
oral language services, to effectively train employees in 
language access-related competencies, and to conduct 
outreach to leP/neP community members . the community 
surveys and individual stories indicate that even partial com-
pliance under the Act in many cases does not necessarily 
allow for meaningful access to basic services .

the Act created an internal oversight structure to monitor 
agency compliance with the Act . As mentioned above, 
each covered entity with major public contact must cre-
ate a biennial language Access Plan (blAP) . unfortunately, 
agencies are currently not being held accountable to 
the goals listed in the blAPs . the research indicates that 
covered entities’ self-reporting on their blAPs contrast starkly 
with leP/neP community members’ experiences . these 
discrepancies cannot be overlooked .

in 2011, only seven new language access complaints 
were filed with ohr, five of which are under review . last 
year, ohr found two agencies to be in violation of the 
Act . however, as this report’s findings clearly indicate, 
of the leP/neP residents surveyed, 58 percent reported 
difficulties related to language access . Among the in-
person testers, only 56 percent were able to receive the 
oral interpretation services required under the Act; among 
telephone testers, only 40 percent received oral interpreta-
tion services . moreover, when testers contacted covered 
entities requesting translated vital documents in korean 
and chinese, testers were told there were no translated 
documents — even when such documents should have 
been translated, according to the agency’s blAP . these 
results, the community members’ experiences, and all of 
the other data in the report point to inadequate com-
pliance and insufficient oversight . this report finds that 
although most covered entities have taken some steps 

to comply with the Act, many of the agencies’ obliga-
tions under the Act are simply not satisfied . unless each 
element of the Act is satisfied, equal access for leP/neP 
individuals will not be achieved . for example, if a covered 
entity conducts outreach into leP/neP communities, but 
fails to adequately train its staff on the use of telephonic 
interpretation services, such as language line, the core 
purpose of the Act will be thwarted .

to encourage greater compliance with the Act’s provi-
sions, and provide leP/neP individuals meaningful access 
to d .c . government services, programs, and activities, 
dclAc and iJc make the following recommendations:

Recommendations ReLating 
to inteRnaL agency 
oPeRations
1. Structure Databases and Files to Allow  

for Tracking of Language Needs
the Act called upon covered entities to modify their 
databases so as to track language needs of those they 
serve and encounter or are likely to serve and encounter . 
eight years later, this remains a priority . Agencies should 
streamline their ability to provide individuals with language-
appropriate services by implementing a system that 
“flags” the individual’s file — in both electronic and physi-
cal forms — with the individual’s preferred language . once 
an individual has been flagged as leP/neP, files should be 
marked so that the individual receives interpretation and 
translation services without having to request them during 
every interaction that the individual has with the agency . 
this system will be especially useful where an agency uses 
standardized forms on a computer system, and where the 
field for the customer’s language needs is made manda-
tory . if an electronic file is marked as needing a language 
other than english, the computer automatically would 
send that individual documents and correspondence 
in that language . such language-need tracking helps 
each leP/neP individual who interacts with the agency, 
and cumulatively also provides the agency with essential 
data about its customers’ language needs, helping the 
agency to assess the need for bilingual staff, translation 
of written documents, and other services .
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2. Adopt a Robust and Transparent Approach  
to Determining Language Needs of Customers 
and Potential Customers

the Act and its accompanying regulations identify multiple 
sources of data for determining the language needs of 
current or prospective customers . unfortunately, few enti-
ties rely on this full range of data . As a result, entities are not 
aware of the language needs of the population served, 
encountered, or likely to be served or encountered by  
the entity, and they do not know which languages require 
written translation of vital documents, among other prob-
lems . Agencies should create more detailed, robust plans 
to collect data regarding the language access needs of 
the communities served, and should actually collect this 
data on a regular basis . Additionally, ohr and language 
access advocates should appraise these methods and 
results, to ensure the accuracy and effectiveness of the 
data collection plans and data collected .

3. Work in Consultation with the D.C. Language 
Access Coalition and the Mayor’s Constituent 
Offices for Outreach and Training Purposes

Agencies should follow through with their statutory man-
date to work with the d .c . language Access coalition 
to enforce the Act, particularly with regards to outreach 
and training . the resources provided by the coalition 
and the mayor’s constituent offices would unquestion-
ably enhance staff training efforts and outreach to leP/
neP community members . dclAc and the constituent 
offices bring years of experience and insight on language 
access-related matters, and they have forged close rela-
tionships with leP/neP communities .

4. Ensure that All Agency Personnel who Interface 
with Members of the Public are Regularly  
Trained on the Act, Basic Interpretation and 
Translation Protocols, Use of In-Person and 
Telephonic Interpretation Services, Availability  
of Translated Documents Within the Agency,  
and Cross-Cultural Communication

one of the specific needs of leP/neP residents is effective 
interpreter services, translation services, and cross-cultural 
communication . if agencies were to ensure training for 
employees who interface with members of the public 
regarding vital skills such as the Act’s requirements and pur-
poses, basic interpretation and translation protocols, use 
of in-person and telephonic interpretation services, and 
cross-cultural communication, the Act’s goals of language 

access would be more fully realized . employees should 
know when and how to respectfully identify a language 
access need and how to utilize the many language 
access resources available .

5. Redouble Compliance Efforts Targeted  
to Languages Other than Spanish, Particularly 
Asian and African Languages

As described above, speakers of Asian and African 
languages reported language access difficulties in  
particularly high numbers . this data suggests the need 
for greater attention to the language access needs of 
the district’s chinese-, korean-, vietnamese-, french- and 
Amharic-speaking residents . Agencies should not assume 
that the Act’s requirements are met with spanish language 
services . there are many other language access needs 
in the district .

6. Increase Signage in Non-English Languages
language access regulations clearly require that agencies 
translate signage when certain numerical thresholds are 
met . unfortunately, non-compliance with this requirement 
was reported by many community members . covered 
entities should increase signage in non-english languages 
in their lobbies and offices, so as to ensure that leP/neP 
individuals have accurate information regarding agency 
services and processes . signs should also clearly indicate 
the availability of language access services .

7. Ensure that Recorded Phone Messages are 
Accessible to LEP/NEP Persons

covered entities should ensure that recorded phone 
messages such as those that indicate when employees 
are busy, or the office is closed, are recorded in multiple 
non-english languages . many of the telephone testers — 
particularly those testing languages other than spanish 
— were simply unable to navigate basic phone systems 
in the target language .

8. Upgrade Agency Websites to Offer Information  
in Multiple Languages

if an agency’s website offers information, forms, or docu-
ments vital to the services provided, that website should 
offer the information in multiple languages . in this increas-
ingly digitized world, language access obligations must 
necessarily include certain minimum obligations relating 
to translation of websites . if agency website’s home pages 
(or portions of home pages) are not translated into multiple 
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languages, leP/neP individuals will simply not have equal 
access to critical agency information . of particular note is 
the fact that only english speakers can access the internet-
based form to file language access complaints on the 
office of human rights’ website .

9. Translate Vital Documents Into All Languages 
that Meet the Threshold for the Covered 
Entity. Further, Ensure that Each Covered Entity 
Conducts its Own Annual Data Collection and 
Analysis Regarding the Languages it Serves or 
Encounters, or is Likely to Serve or Encounter.

As mentioned in recommendation 2, above, covered 
entities are responsible for collecting data about popu-
lations they serve, encounter, or are likely to serve or 
encounter . this data determines which languages require 
written translation of vital documents for each entity . in 
addition to completing this data collection, each covered 
entity should ensure that its vital documents are translated 
into all languages meeting its threshold for written transla-
tion, and that these documents are made available to 
agency staff . each covered entity should also collect data 
and analyze demographics to assess language access 
needs as required under the Act, including collecting data 
about each customer’s language preference so they can 
provide language access to that particular customer, and 
collecting data about its cumulative language needs to 
make decisions about placement of bilingual employ-
ees and other services . this core requirement of the Act 
remains a challenge through the present .

10. Develop a More Robust Internal Monitoring 
System Within Covered Entities.

there are many steps that can be taken within covered 
entities to monitor compliance with the Act . for example, 
language Access coordinators should review the files 
of a random cross-section leP/neP customers to ensure 
that notices are being sent in the customer’s primary lan-
guage . monitoring should include a review of the quality 
of interpretation and translation services being provided 
to leP/neP customers . other means of internal testing can 
also be developed .

Recommendations ReLating 
to agency oveRsigHt and 
accountaBiLity
1. Promote Greater Accountability for Agency 

Compliance with Goals Set out in Biennial 
Language Access Plans

the biennial language Access Plans could be a greater 
source of accountability if they included information on 
whether the goals from the previous reporting period were 
met . currently, the blAPs map out the entity’s plans for the 
next two years with no reference to the previous report-
ing period . Analyses that included explanation on why 
the objectives of the previous blAP were or were not met 
would create accountability and may encourage entities 
to create more internal testing as a result .

2. Encourage Collaboration and Training Across 
Covered Entities, and Highlight Best Practices

ohr should coordinate more frequent meetings with 
the language Access coordinators, or even convene a 
working group with language Access coordinators and 
representatives of consultative entities such as dclAc, 
olA, oAPiA, and oAA . such gatherings would allow 
covered entities and key stakeholders to exchange infor-
mation and strategize on effective practices . Providing 
a space for covered entities to share best practices as 
well as coordinate outreach collaboratively can increase 
efficiency in achieving outreach objectives under the Act . 
in addition, ohr should ensure that the language Access 
director is well versed in best practices across the country . 
the language Access director should attend national 
conferences and should create a dialogue with other 
local, state, and federal government offices .

3. Actively Promote the Hiring of Bilingual Staff 
Across Covered Entities, and Assess the 
Language Proficiency of Existing Bilingual Staff

incentivizing the hiring and retention of bilingual staff could 
cut down on costs of providing third-party interpretation 
and translation services . for example, the mPd provides sti-
pends for bilingual employees . bilingual staff also enhance 
language access by providing more opportunities for in-
person interpretation, rather than having to rely solely on 
telephonic interpretation . in addition to hiring new bilingual 
staff, covered entities must ensure that existing staff that 
are classified as “bilingual” possess the language profi-
ciency to adequately serve leP/neP customers .
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4. Ensure that the Office of Human Rights Reports 
on its Own Record of Language Access 
Compliance

the office of human rights should also report on its 
language access compliance . ohr oversees all of the 
covered entities for compliance but fails to show whether 
it complies with the Act . As the only entity that can currently 
provide a remedy for a failure to comply with the Act, ohr 
should set an example and be more transparent as to 
whether it is fulfilling its duties .

5. Allocate Sufficient Funds at the Citywide Level  
to Language Access Issues and Needs

language access certainly requires some government 
expenditure . given the critical importance of this right, 
the d .c . council must provide sufficient appropriations so 
that agencies may fulfill their obligations under the Act . 
furthermore, the d .c . council must ensure that agencies 
that are provided extra funding for serving leP/neP popula-
tions are utilizing this funding for appropriate purposes . 
for example, specific funds that have been appropri-
ated to d .c . Public schools should be used not just at 
the central office, but also on an individual school level,  
so that students and families who directly access dcPs 
can be assisted .

Recommendations ReLating 
to enfoRcement
1. Streamline, Standardize, and Accelerate the 

Act’s Language Access Complaint Process
under the current provisions of the Act and its regulations, 
individuals must submit a formal complaint to ohr . 
resolution of language access complaints has taken 
an inordinately long period of time and the process has 
not been standardized for all complainants . this report 
recommends that the office of human rights amend its 
case management Procedures to require that complaints 
be resolved in fewer than 120 days from the assigning of 
a docket number .

2. Make the Complaint Process More Accessible 
and Transparent

ohr’s website should be updated to allow for leP/neP 
persons to file complaints in languages other than english . 
Additionally, ohr should report non-confidential informa-
tion regarding all formal language access complaints 
filed, and how those complaints were resolved .

3. Record and Document “Informal” Complaints 
Against Covered Entities

many community members experience language access 
violations without ever filing a formal language access 
complaint with ohr . this report recommends (1) that all 
covered entities report any complaints they receive to 
ohr and (2) that ohr maintain publicly available data 
on all “informal” complaints received regarding violations 
of the Act, whether reported by covered entities, leP/neP 
persons, or by lawyers and languages access advocates .

4. Create a Private Right of Action and Right  
to Appeal Under the Act

As described above, the current complaint process  
is exceedingly slow . moreover, there is no meaningful  
procedure for violating agencies to be held accountable  
if they do not comply with the corrective actions issued 
after a finding of non-compliance . this report endorses the 
inclusion of a private right of action into the d .c . language 
Access Act . A private right of action would give a more 
immediate and direct benefit to the individual who cannot 
receive the interpretation or translation services they need . 
it would also incentivize agencies to fulfill their obligations 
under the Act rather than facing a more costly lawsuit . A 
private right of action would provide much-needed “teeth” 
to the Act’s enforcement provisions . with the private right 
of action should also come the opportunity for judicial 
review at an appellate level . currently, there is no way to 
appeal an unfavorable decision by ohr in a language 
access complaint .
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whaT you Can do

get invoLved witH dcLac
If you are a community-based organization in D.C.

dclAc member organizations work collaboratively to 
improve language access for the leP/neP population in 
d .c . dclAc members’ commitment and participation 
is based on each organization’s comfort level . for more 
information on membership in dclAc, please contact 
sapna Pandya, director of many languages one voice 
(mlov), at (202) 621-0001 .

If you are an individual that would like to volunteer

dclAc relies on committed volunteers to continue to con-
duct outreach to the leP/neP communities and realize its 
mandate of monitoring covered entities’ compliance with 
and implementation of the Act . for more information on 
how you can get involved, please contact tereguebode 
goungou, mlov’s language Access Advocate and 
coordinator of the dclAc, at (202) 621-0001 .

LeaRn moRe aBout Language 
access RigHts in d.c.
the issue of language access rights is dynamic and ever-
changing in d .c . for current projects and events related 
to language access, please visit the dclAc website at 
http://www .dclanguageaccess .org/cm/ .

in addition, Communities in Translation, a 2011 docu-
mentary about the impact of language barriers during 
emergencies, provides insight on the provision of language 
access by responding d .c . agencies during a 2008 fire in 
the mount Pleasant neighborhood of d .c .
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translate their vital documents into any 
non-english language spoken by either 
(1) 3 per cent of the populations served 
or encountered, or likely to be served or 
encountered by the covered entity or (2) 
500 individuals — whichever is less . D.C. 
CoDe § 2-1933(a); D.C. Mun. ReGS. tit . 4, § 
1205 .16 .

135 D.C. CoDe §§ 2-532(c)–(d) .

136 Agencies that replied to the foiA 
requests were the child support services 
division, the department of human 
services, the homeland security and 
emergency management Agency, 
the department of motor vehicles, the 
office of human rights, and the office 
of the tenant Advocate .

137 of the 258 individuals surveyed, the 
language breakdown is as follows: 70 
spoke Amharic; 25 spoke chinese; 
33 spoke french; three spoke korean; 
103 spoke spanish; and 18 spoke 
vietnamese .

138 of the 258 individuals surveyed,  
131 were male, 123 were female,  
and four chose not mark their gender  
on the survey .

139 of the 258 individuals surveyed, 43 
were 12–20 years old, 116 were 21–40 
years old, 48 were 41–50 years old, 28 
were 51–60 years old, 15 were over 60 
years old, and eight did not mark their 
age on the survey .

140 111 out of 258 of the survey 
responses indicated that there were 
interpretation problems .

141 D.C. Mun. ReGS. tit . 4, § 1213 .2(a) .

142 D.C. CoDe § 2-192(b) .

143 See id . §§ 2-1934(a)(2)(A)–(b); D.C. 
Mun. ReGS. tit . 4, §§ 1213 .2(a)–(b) .

144 D.C. DeP’t oF HeaLtH, BienniaL LanGuaGe 
aCCeSS PLan (2009) .

145 D.C. DeP’t oF HeaLtH, BienniaL LanGuaGe 
aCCeSS PLan (2011) .

146 D.C. DeP’t oF HeaLtH, BienniaL LanGuaGe 
aCCeSS PLan (2007); D.C. DeP’t oF HeaLtH, 
BienniaL LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan (2011) .

147 D.C. DeP’t. oF eMPLoYMent SeRviCeS, BienniaL 
LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 8 (2006) .

148 D.C. HouSinG autHoRitY, BienniaL LanGuaGe 
aCCeSS PLan, 4 (2008) .

149 D.C. HouSinG autHoRitY, BienniaL LanGuaGe 
aCCeSS PLan, 6 (2007) .

150 D.C. HouSinG autHoRitY, BienniaL LanGuaGe 
aCCeSS PLan, 4–5 (2011) .

151 D.C. FiRe & eMeRGenCY MGMt. SYS., BienniaL 
LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 4–5 (2007) .

152 D.C. HoMeLanD SeCuRitY & eMeRGenCY 
MGMt. aGenCY, BienniaL LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 
5 (2007) .

153 D.C. HoMeLanD SeCuRitY & eMeRGenCY 
MGMt. aGenCY, BienniaL LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 
6 (2011) .

154 D.C. MetRoPoLitan PoLiCe DeP’t, BienniaL 
LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 4 (2007) .

155 Id .

156 D.C. MetRoPoLitan PoLiCe DeP’t, BienniaL 
LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 18–20 (2009); D.C. 
MetRoPoLitan PoLiCe DeP’t, BienniaL LanGuaGe 
aCCeSS PLan, 21–22 (2011) .

157 See D.C. CoDe § 2-1932(c)(1) (stating 
that a covered entity determines oral 
language services annually through 
the us census bureau data, language-
related information, local census data, 
other government data that includes 
intake data from other entities, and data 
from dclAc) .

158 Id .

159 D.C. Mun. ReGS . tit . 4, § 1205 .6 .

160 D.C. CoDe § 2-1933(a); D.C. Mun. ReGS. 
tit . 4, §§ 1205 .12, 1205 .16 . 17 (noting 
that the regulations only provide for 
individuals served or encountered) .

161 of the 150 surveys that reported lan-
guage access complaints, 45 reported 
that there was a lack of translated 
documents .

162 of the 150 surveys that reported lan-
guage access complaints, 46 reported 
that there was a lack of signage .

163 out of 70 surveys of the Amharic 
language, 22 reported translation prob-
lems . of the 22 that reported translation 
problems, 15 reported lack of docu-
ments translated into Amharic and 16 
reported lack of signage in Amharic . out 
of 25 surveys of the chinese language, 
five reported translation problems . 
of the five that reported translation 
problems, five reported lack of docu-
ments translated into chinese and two 
reported lack of signage in chinese . out 
of 33 surveys in the french language, 
nine reported translation problems . of 
the nine that reported translation prob-
lems, seven reported lack of documents 
translated into french and six reported 
lack of signage in french . out of the 
103 surveys in the spanish language, 25 
reported translation problems . of the 25 
that reported translation problems, 18 
reported lack of documents translated 
into spanish and 11 reported lack 
of signage in spanish . out of the 18 
surveys in the vietnamese language, 11 
reported translation problems . of the 11 
that reported translation problems, 11 
reported lack of signage in vietnamese .

164 D.C. HouSinG autHoRitY, BienniaL LanGuaGe 
aCCeSS PLan, 8 (2007) .

165 D.C. HouSinG autHoRitY, BienniaL LanGuaGe 
aCCeSS PLan, 7 (2008) .

166 Id .

167 D.C. HouSinG autHoRitY, BienniaL LanGuaGe 
aCCeSS PLan, 6–7 (2011) .

168 D.C. DeP’t oF HuMan SeRviCeS, BienniaL 
LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 11–12 (2011) .

169 D.C. DeP’t. oF eMPLoYMent SeRviCeS, BienniaL 
LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 10 (2006) .

170 D.C. DeP’t. oF eMPLoYMent SeRviCeS, BienniaL 
LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 9–12 (2011) .

171 D.C. FiRe & eMeRGenCY MGMt. SYS., BienniaL 
LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 8 (2009) .

172 D.C. FiRe & eMeRGenCY MGMt. SYS., BienniaL 
LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 6 (2011) .

173 D.C. MetRoPoLitan PoLiCe DeP’t, BienniaL 
LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 4–6 (2007) .

174 Id . at 5 .

175 D.C. MetRoPoLitan PoLiCe DeP’t, BienniaL 
LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 23–26 (2009); D.C. 
MetRoPoLitan PoLiCe DeP’t, BienniaL LanGuaGe 
aCCeSS PLan, 24–30 (2011) .
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176 D.C. Mun. ReGS. tit . 4, § 1205 .10; see 
id . § 1205 .7 (discussing how a target 
language is determined) .

177 D.C. CoDe § 2-1932(b);  
D.C. Mun. ReGS. tit . 4, § 1205 .7 .

178 D.C. CoDe § 2-1932(d);  
D.C. Mun. ReGS. tit . 4, § 1205 .13 .

179 D.C. CoDe § 2-1932(c)(1);  
D.C. Mun. ReGS. tit . 4, § 1205 .7 .

180 150 of the survey responses indicated 
some type of language access issue .

181 72 involved the absence of bilingual 
staff, 59 involved the unavailability of 
in-person interpretation, 41 involved a 
long wait for interpretation, and 23 of 
the interpretation issues involved agency 
or covered entity’s failure to offer 
language line .

182 D.C. Mun. ReGS. tit . 4, § 1205 .13 .

183 D.C. FiRe & eMeRGenCY MGMt. SYS., BienniaL 
LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 11–12 (2007) .

184 D.C. FiRe & eMeRGenCY MGMt. SYS., BienniaL 
LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 9–10 (2009) .

185 D.C. FiRe & eMeRGenCY MGMt. SYS., BienniaL 
LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 8–9 (2011) .

186 D.C. HouSinG autHoRitY, BienniaL LanGuaGe 
aCCeSS PLan, 10–11 (2007) .

187 D.C. HouSinG autHoRitY, BienniaL LanGuaGe 
aCCeSS PLan, 8 (2008) .

188 See D.C. MetRoPoLitan PoLiCe DeP’t, 
BienniaL LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 32–47 (2011) 
(listing all bilingual staff along with 
languages spoken) .

189 D.C. DeP’t oF HuMan SeRviCeS, BienniaL 
LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 9 (2006) .

190 D.C. DeP’t. oF HuMan SeRviCeS, BienniaL 
LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 14–16 (2011) .

191 D.C. HoMeLanD SeCuRitY & eMeRGenCY 
MGMt. aGenCY, BienniaL LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 
11 (2011) .

192 D.C. DeP’t oF HeaLtH, BienniaL LanGuaGe 
aCCeSS PLan, 9 (2011) .

193 D.C. Mun. ReGS. tit . 4, § 1205 .11 .

194 D.C. Mun. ReGS. tit . 4, § 1213 .2(h) .

195 D.C. DeP’t oF HeaLtH, BienniaL LanGuaGe 
aCCeSS PLan, 11 (2011).

196 D.C. FiRe & eMeRGenCY MGMt. SYS., BienniaL 
LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 11 (2009).

197 D.C. FiRe & eMeRGenCY MGMt. SYS., BienniaL 
LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 10 (2011).

198 D.C. HoMeLanD SeCuRitY & eMeRGenCY 
MGMt. aGenCY, BienniaL LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 
12–13 (2007).

199 D.C. HoMeLanD SeCuRitY & eMeRGenCY 
MGMt. aGenCY, BienniaL LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 
12–13 (2011).

200 D.C. MetRoPoLitan PoLiCe DeP’t, BienniaL 
LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 9–10 (2007).

201 D.C. MetRoPoLitan PoLiCe DeP’t, BienniaL 
LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 61–62 (2009).

202 D.C. MetRoPoLitan PoLiCe DeP’t, BienniaL 
LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 200 (2011).

203 D.C. DeP’t oF HuMan SeRviCeS, BienniaL 
LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 30–31 (2006).

204 D.C. DeP’t oF HuMan SeRviCeS, BienniaL 
LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 19 (2011).

205 D.C. CoDe § 1206 .4; 
D.C. Mun. ReGS. tit . 4, § 1213 .2(g).

206 D.C. Mun. ReGS. tit . 4, §§ 1206 .4(a)-(p) .

207 D.C. DeP’t oF HeaLtH, BienniaL LanGuaGe 
aCCeSS PLan, 17 (2008).

208 D.C. MetRoPoLitan PoLiCe DeP’t, BienniaL 
LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 13 (2007).

209 D.C. MetRoPoLitan PoLiCe DeP’t, BienniaL 
LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 62–63 (2009); D.C. 
MetRoPoLitan PoLiCe DeP’t, BienniaL LanGuaGe 
aCCeSS PLan, 202–03 (2011).

210 D.C. FiRe & eMeRGenCY MGMt. SYS., BienniaL 
LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 15 (2007).

211 D.C. HouSinG autHoRitY, BienniaL LanGuaGe 
aCCeSS PLan, 14–15 (2007).

212 D.C. HouSinG autHoRitY, BienniaL LanGuaGe 
aCCeSS PLan, 12 (2008).

213 D.C. DeP’t. oF eMPLoYMent SeRviCeS, BienniaL 
LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 19–21 (2006).

214 D.C. DeP’t. oF eMPLoYMent SeRviCeS, BienniaL 
LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 19–20 (2011).

215 D.C. HoMeLanD SeCuRitY & eMeRGenCY 
MGMt. aGenCY, BienniaL LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 
12 (2007).

216 D.C. HoMeLanD SeCuRitY & eMeRGenCY 
MGMt. aGenCY, BienniaL LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 
13–15 (2009).

217 D.C. HoMeLanD SeCuRitY & eMeRGenCY 
MGMt. aGenCY, BienniaL LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 
14–15 (2011).

218 D.C. DeP’t oF HuMan SeRviCeS, BienniaL 
LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 57–58 (2006).

219 D.C. DeP’t oF HuMan SeRviCeS, BienniaL 
LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 17 (2008).

220 D.C. DeP’t oF HuMan SeRviCeS, BienniaL 
LanGuaGe aCCeSS PLan, 20 (2011).
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